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Introducing Wayne Stafford
CEO of First Crew Productions & Events



Welcome to PPMC’s New Contributor
Wayne, please share your story with us. How did you

get to where you are today?

It all began back in 1994 when I produced my first ever

pageant called the Miss Welkom High in Welkom, Free

State. I was always fascinated by the productions of

Miss South Africa growing up and the passion for this

grew so much that I was producing three productions

during my Matric Year. Once I matriculated, I started a

Pageant called the Miss Teen High, this grew so much

that I was covering the entire Free State & Northern

Cape Regions.

Over and above running my own Modelling school at

the time, I had an interest in events and marketing and

then went about becoming the youngest Marketing

contractor for Liberty Properties in the Free State aged,

21. I eventually outgrew the Free State and started to

slowly establish my roots in Gauteng. Since then I have

produced some of the biggest shows in South Africa

including the likes of Mrs South Africa, Miss Mamelodi

Sundowns, SA Fashion Week, Miss Free State and more.

Touch back to 1998 when you interviewed celebrities

for a community newspaper whilst living in the Free

State. What do you enjoy about such interviews?

What I enjoyed the most about interviewing the

celebrities is getting to know the person behind the title

or character they played in soapies. All of them were so

down to earth and very easy to get along with.

You then went on year’s later to do the same for a

Community Magazine in the Free State called Enthooz.

And now you will be doing the same for us at PPMC

MAGAZINE SA in 2021. How will your experience

contribute to PPMC Magazine?

In celebrating my 25 years in the Beauty Pageant,

Modelling and Fashion Industry, I have been blessed to

gain a wealth of experience. From producing shows to

mentoring beauty queens to representing South Africa

abroad in International Pageants, I have been able to

equip myself with the right tools of what it takes to

become a Winner! With the above said, I will be able to

answer girls and boys questions they have regarding

pageants and modelling.

You have been in the Beauty & Fashion Industry as one

of SA’s Top Show Producers. How did this all start?

With my love for productions from a young age, I joined

a modelling school aged 16. In doing so, this built up my

self image and confidence and by the time I was in

Matric I was producing my school’s pageant, my

town’s pageant and the Miss Cherry Queen in

Ficksburg.

You have travelled abroad with delegates representing

South Africa in International Pageants. How has this

experience been for you?

This experience has been so valuable to me. It first

started back in 2008 when I accompanied Miss South

Africa 2007, Tansey Coetzee to the Miss Universe

Pageant held in Nha Thrang Vietnam. It is here where

you meet the National Directors from all over the world.

Since then I have been fortunate to be the National

Director for South Africa at Miss Tourism Queen

International in Thailand, Mrs Tourism Queen

International in Malaysia, Miss Global City in China, Miss

Tourism Beauty of the World and Miss Teen Tourism both

in the Philippines.

You have mentored so many Beauty Pageant girls who

have gone onto winning Miss South Africa, placed in

Mrs SA, Mrs Universe SA, Little Miss World & more. What

do you teach these Ladies through The International

Beauty Pageant Academy of South Africa?

There so much that I cover in my mentor sessions with

these Ladies and Gents from Interview Skills to

Wardrobe to Runway, but ultimately work on them

becoming their best versions of themselves.

What are your requirements for coaching someone?

The are not any requirements as such, except that they

are competing in a Beauty Pageant or Modelling

Competition.

Which part of a pageant is the most important in your

opinion?

The most important part of any pageant in my opinion

is the Interview section of the Pageant. This is truly your

make or break moment. This segment allows for the

judges to really get to know you and to understand

your purpose of entering the pageant, but also to hear

what you can bring to the Pageant as a potential

Winner.

What is the most common misconception about the

beauty pageant world?

The most common misconception about the beauty

pageant world is that it’s all face value. It is not just

about your great looks, or well proportioned body, but

truly what a impact you can make as a title holder in

your community and the larger South Africa.

You are President of the Miss Regal International South

Africa Organisation and the 1st and only Pageant to do

a Full Grand Finale Crowning Virtually. How did this idea

come about?

When the COVID-19 pandemic hit South Africa we

were under lock down for longer than I anticipated. As

a result, we were already 3months behind in crowning

of winners, so after much research and discussions, we

decided to hire a TV Studio and shoot the entire

production in 14hours in front of a green screen. It was

quite challenging as we had many protocols to adhere

to, but managed to pull it off. This can be seen on our

Miss Regal International SA YOUTUBE Channel for those

that missed out.

Has it been a smooth road?

Nothing in life is smooth sailing. You have your good

days, challenging days and bad days. The most

important thing is to always remember that every cloud

has a silver lining and that you must never give up and

constantly persevere.

How was this experience for you during the COVID-19

Pandemic?

This wasn’t easy for me being in lock down, but it taught

me to upskill, reinvent the wheel and to think out of the

box.

We’d love to hear more about your work and what you

are currently focused on. What else should we know?

I am currently still doing all the marketing and digital

marketing for the Legacy Corner Mall & Michelangelo

Towers Mall in Sandton. We will be launching the call of

entries for 2021 Miss Regal International, Miss Regal INTL

TEEN SA and Mr Regal INTL TEEN SA in a few weeks time.

I am currently one of the judges in Miss Teen of SA and

will be working on their Grand Finale Event early in 2021.

Are Pageants relevant?

Pageants are most certainly relevant. It has become

more than just the sash and crown, but more about

becoming socially significant and bringing about

change in the less fortunate communities. Title holders

have become philanthropist and are using their titles for

a greater purpose and that is serving their immediate

communities in areas of lack and education.

Did you ever win a beauty pageant?

I never entered a beauty pageant as such, but I did

enter a Competition called SA Bachelor & SA

Bachelorette of the Year 2015. This competition was on

search for a single man & lady who is passionate about

community upliftment and creating awareness around

certain charitable organisations. I went on to win the

Title of SA Bachelor of the Year 2015. And today, 5 years

later, I am still supporting my charities that I did back

then like the Amadea Home of Safety and POWA –

People Opposing Women Abuse.

How did you become a judge?

I started judging at aged 19 when I was running the Miss

Teen High Pageant. Since then I have judged numerous

Pageants and Modelling Competitions around South

Africa.

As a judge, what are some of the key qualities and

characteristics you look for?

The most important qualities I look for when judging is

confidence, commitment and being authentic. The

contestant must know who they are as an individual

and what they want to achieve as the winner of a title.

What are some of the “must-haves” of being a

contestant?

Preparation is key and most definitely a “musts have”

when entering a pageant. You need to be well

groomed, well presented, well spoken and confident.

What do judges look for in a pageant?

Every Pageant varies in judging criteria. The

Director/Owner of the Pageant would brief their panel

of judges, informing them what they are looking for in

selecting the Winner.

How do you impress a judge in a pageant?

You can leave a lasting impression on any judge by

simply being you, by being real and ultimately by

having a set out plan of why you want to win and what

you can achieve as a Title Holder.

How has pageantry changed over the years?

Pageantry has certainly evolved over the years. It has

become business especially with National Pageants.

The Ladies and Gents are applying for a job. They are

taking up a role to be of service to the charitable

causes that are linked with respective pageants. It has

also become an empowerment program for the

entrants, whereby they are finding themselves, pushing

the envelope and becoming the best version of

themselves.

What does 2021 hold for Wayne Stafford?

I am always so excited to take on a New Year, to

achieve greater things than the year before, but I am

looking forward to our 6th Edition of the Miss Regal

International Pageant, TEEN SA & the 1st Mr Regal INTL

TEEN SA, going abroad with my Winners to compete

Internationally next year, continuing to produce some

Awesome Productions and Looking forward to be

contributing to the PPMC Modelling Magazine every

month.

What inspires you daily?

I have always lived by the saying that: The purpose of

Life is a Life with Purpose. I am so blessed to know that

what I am doing is 100% what God has called me &

destined for me to do, but the beauty of all of it, is that

living my calling is making a change in the lives of those

who I come in contact with.

How do you overcome adversity?

This is not always the easiest to face in life, but I have

learnt to LET GO, LET GOD.

What has been in a highlight in your career?

There have been so many highlights in my career, but

one that definitely comes to mind is when I produced a

show, THE YEAR OF THE MODEL in the Sun City

Superbowl with 800 models.

What would you advise any young girl out there who

has a dream of being a queen one day?

Never stop dreaming. If you can
dream it, you can be it! Nothing in life
comes on a silver platter, you need to
work hard and don’t just give up.
Everything is a learning experience
and practice does make perfect.

Who is your ideal beauty queen and why?

There are a few Miss South Africa’s who I have always

admired over the years that have taken their title and

become super successful in business like Basetsane

Khumalo, Cindy Nell-Roberts & Jo-Ann Strauss.

What next for you?

Watch this space!

Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/waynestaffordthecreative

Photo  credits:
Photography by Stephen Segal Photography 

Wayne dressed by Black Tie Suit Hire 

Hair by Red Fudge Hair Emporium 

Skin care by BioDermal Skin Tech 

Location: Da Vinci Hotel & Suites, Legacy Corner, 

Sandton



Making that special difference!
Andries Du Preez
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Issue #1 
Making that special difference!

Andries Du Preez

Andries Du Preez , pageant veteran , former Sir
Africa, Sir South Africa and the current Mr. MMI
South Africa 2020 will be jetting off to Nevada Las
Vegas end of March 2020 to compete for the Mr.
MMI International 2020 title.. (Magnificent Men
Icons)

What makes the MMI pageant different from all
the other pageants .. it’s not only representing your
self and to build the brand but to make that
special difference, I simply must admit I enjoy a
journey pageant more, a pageant that requires to
make a difference , and I was fortunate to enter
the right pageants at the right time in my life /
career and those definitely contributed towards
the person I am today.

It all started off for me in 1996 with entering the Mr.
Price model of the year. Modelling back then was
only a hobby and to help boost my self
confidence and soon I enjoyed entering /
competing in pageants and fashion shows “as on
the ramp I could just be a person away from being
a total introvert” scary to think having two
personalities but it definitely assisted me in my life
and career being an introvert of stage and at
home and a competitive extrovert when on stage
giving a good show if it is on the ramp or on stage
performing (tap dance & broad way) , standing in
front of a crowed delivering a motivational speech
or being a bubbly Master of Ceremonies.

Basically a normal healthy life away from showbiz ,
however I have had many more NO’S than YES’S
in castings, auditions , non placings than placings
in my pageant career and to be 100% honest the
NO’S has made me definitely stronger in life and in
my career and today I am great full for the path I

have encountered as I soon discovered that there
is more to life than getting those lead roles and just
winning yet another title , collecting sash after sash
and not meaning anything to you or you to the
title.. it was only that rush of competing and 5
minutes crowning glory that soon gets forgotten
when the lights are off and all returns to being their
normal self.

However I am grateful that pageants taught me to
care and give back to the community and YES! I
am a strong believer that you do not need a sash
and crown to make a difference however you
only need a heart. Having a title , sash & crown
gives you a platform to work from in making that
difference it sort of gives you a voice for people to
notice and it surely makes it a little more
accessible in the long run, for me I think caring is
something that you are born with, it is something
that must be part of your every day living,
however it needs to be ignited or developed and
in such a way competing in pageants developed
that for me.

For me it was defiantly not chasing title after title
however for me it was important to work the title
and to leave a legacy behind. A Title has a sell by
date and come the following year a successor will
be crowned where upon he / she will do what is
best for him / her and the title, it is certainly not a
competition and a endless chase on who does
what but it certainly is a legacy that you leave
behind.

By rocking up at a children’s home , handing out
sweets, taking a few pictures with the crown and
sash OR giving the person next to the road a
R100.00 and off you go certainly is not making a
difference, the heart of charity is to give your heart
and soul to that person at that time to get “dirty”
while spending time with those you making a
difference to.

Charity does not need to cost you money ,
however doing a random act of kindness, smiling
to the person you see next to you, to give a hug
with passion, collecting flowers from your own
garden and handing them to someone in need or
to brighten someone’s life certainly makes more of
an impact as it comes from the heart!

I have a passion for animals, people and
especially children.. for me being an ambassador,
title holder or a philanthropist I strongly believe in a
balanced career of attending events , competing
in awareness campaigns and giving back /
supporting those in need.

I pride myself in being involved with many
charitable organisations in and around my
community, nationally and internationally for me it
is to be accessible , I give my heart and soul in
everything I do and to always be the best possible
version of myself BUT not to get to involved
personally .. you simply cannot be everything to
everyone, you first need to take care of yourself
before you can take care of anyone else. I pride
myself in being involved with many charitable
organisations in and around my community,
nationally and internationally for me it is to be
accessible

For me it was always bigger is better and to seek
the bigger things in life, however life it self taught
me to appreciate the smaller things in life as that
contributes towards the larger than life
happenings!

Go out there make a difference and in the same
time collect as much possible memories and leave
behind a legacy as memories and a legacy will
last for ever!

Get Social

Instagram: @an3sdupreez
Facebook: Andries Du Preez – Mr. MMI South Africa 

2020



Juanita Smit
Photographer: Van Vuuren Photography

Social media: 

https://www.facebook.com/juanitarmsmit/

RoleModels South Africa



Juanita Smit is the founder of RoleModels South
Africa, hosting numerous pageants and other
events across South Africa since 2005; she has
been in the pageant industry for 25 years. She is
the co-founder of RoleModels Foundation (RMF);
which is an NPO / NGO registered in 2009.

Since becoming involved in charitable work 20
years ago, she became aware of the
overwhelming need for relief amongst the
destitute poor; and simultaneously, the inherent
potential that every person has, to positively
impact the lives of those less fortunate. Working on
both ends of the spectrum, the pageants and the
poorest of the poor, she wanted to forge a new
path. She felt strongly motivated to change the
cliché of beauty pageants to that of philanthropic
pageants.

Women empowerment being crucial to her life’s
purpose, she opened pageants to women of all
sizes; as well as divorcees and widows, irrespective
of their height or weight. As she says, making a
difference in the community is not dependent on
the size of a women’s thighs. Whilst there are
pageants that are more focused on external
appearance and physical measurements, the
RoleModels pageants are about empowering
individuals to empower others, irrespective of their
circumstances.

Having herself been through much adversity in her
life, she has extraordinary compassion for
humanity, and has an intuitive perspective of how
to achieve solutions. Serving several charities for
years, the end result seemed very scattered and
superficial to her; she wanted to help those who
were not being reached yet, and for this reason
started working in informal settlements along with
her husband Alwyn.

When looking at where a community could be
most pro-actively benefitted, they realized that
strengthening the foundational years of a child’s
life would re-set the ‘template’ of the next
generation, by creating a new ‘norm’, as opposed
to the abuse, substance misuse, starvation and
illiteracy that children in informal settlements most
often face from a very young age. Scientific
evidence indicates that what a child experiences
in its first 7 years will manifest in later years. For this
reason the first of RMF’s six projects was initiated,
namely the Imfundo Educare project, and later
further projects aimed at creating self-sustainability
through skills development. Since then RMF have
initiated new, and supported existing pre-school
facilities throughout SA, providing an educational
environment with daily nutritional meals towards a
brighter future for children.

The RoleModels SA events and 
pageants became the 

entrepreneurial vehicle for the vision 
of RMF. The dedicated efforts of the 
finalists, titleholders and volunteers 
are now channelled towards one 

cause.

Juanita is determined and passionate about
women and children in need, earnestly
endeavoring to reach out to them, for the purpose
of finding solutions to alleviate their plight.. The true
significance of her work is that she is empowering
and equipping people, from all walks of life, with
the skills to make a difference where it is needed
most. She believes that empowering people has a
wonderful “Domino-effect”.

Hosting all nine provincial pageants and several
city titles, her work involves a lot of traveling; whilst
this sounds glamorous, it is a very demanding
schedule hosting over 35 events annually, albeit
exhilarating. Despite the immense vastness of the
workload, Juanita prides herself on being
approachable and makes every effort to be an
emotional support to the teenagers and women
who enter her pageants, so that they may also
grow from, and be inspired, by the experience,
irrespective of their placing.

Several of the RoleModels pageants include
teambuilding activities as well as personal
coaching for the finalists, so that the experience is
more of a life changing, enriching journey than
merely a few minutes on the ramp. These
pageants are so much more than just a parade.
Juanita recognizes that this is all only possible
because of the loyal relationships with the RMF
board members and kind volunteers who support
the cause.

One of the fundraising campaigns founded by
RMF is the “Poverty Sucks” campaign. Lollipops are
sold to create awareness and an income for the
NPO. RMF’s newest exciting initiative is the Camp
Champs project on a farm in Magaliesburg. They
will be creating a camping facility for children in
distress, where a farm-experience can be an
adventurous distraction for the children, from their
reality and broaden their horizons.

During 2020, RMF will launch the pro-active Go-
Green Eco project, planting and re-producing
Spekboom Trees. Over fifteen years RMF has
formed a network of Remarkably accomplished
individuals across South Africa. Juanita believes
that leaders create more leaders, not followers.

Often asked how she achieves this mammoth task,
she enthusiastically acknowledges God for His
goodness in her life and work; knowing that her
faith and hope is in Christ. She believes that being
grateful and humble are the most refreshingly
beautiful key characteristics anyone can possess.
She refers to herself as the eternal optimist and
wants people to understand that bad things do
happen to good people, that is life, but how we
respond to it is what sets us apart.

At Rolemodels Foundation084422NPO we believe
that beauty without a purpose is really not
beautiful at all. We have Vision; you could say
20/20 Vision. Join one of the RoleModels Pageants
today to be vital & significant in the lives of those
who are in desperate need of relief.
#NewExcitingProjectComing

ONLINE PAGEANT Registration - Request for more
info (Click on the link): (This is not an entry, just a
request for more info); Once you have registered
we will send you an email, then you can make an
informed decision about entering
https://goo.gl/forms/8qxvsKcgr1lXOpYG3 We have
a dream; a dream to make it better for the next
generation.

“Causes do matter. And the world is changed by
people who care deeply about causes – about
things that matter. We don’t have to be

particularly smart or talented. We don’t need a lot
of money or education. All we really need is to be
passionate about something important; something
bigger than ourselves. And it’s that commitment to
a worthwhile cause that changes the world.” ―
quote by Steve Goodier

We are concerned about those still suffering in
inhumane conditions and in particular about
children who cannot change their circumstances
or the cycle of poverty into which they are born.

How can you get involved:

• Support, enter, attend a pageant / talent
competition or event hosted by Rolemodels
Foundation

• Collect non-perishable food items
• ·Source fresh fruit, vegetables, milk, eggs and

cheese
• ·Collect 2nd hand Clothing, shoes, toys, books
• ·Collect Stationery
• ·Source / Donate Building supplies and materials
• ·Give of your time by volunteering at an

Imfundo Educare facility
• ·Support the Poverty Sucks! Lollipop Campaign
• Support the Build a Classroom Challenge
• ·Source monetary donations

It is the mission of RoleModels Foundation to
intervene in impoverished communities, in order to
create self-sustainability through Education and
Skills development; ultimately eradicating poverty.

We live in a beautiful country, but the reality is that
there are too many people living below the bread
line, in 3rd world conditions. We are driven towards
creating a stronger, self-sustainable future
generation.

Rolemodels Foundation hosts philanthropic
pageants and other fundraisers across South
Africa. Beauty without a purpose is not beautiful.
We believe that it is important to teach the youth
that they can indeed make a difference in the
community, by getting involved in constructive
projects.

Rolemodels Foundation have created projects,
specifically targeting the 3 most vulnerable groups
within a community; children, abused women &
children and senior citizens.

The foundation’s slogan is 

“Inspiring hope within the 

heart of the community”; as 

without hope, a people 

perish.

https://www.facebook.com/juanitarmsmit/
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Introducing Issue 10 Cover Model

Leigh Human 
Photographer : Chris Jenkins



Can you tell us something about yourself?

I am currently a grade 12 student at Nico Malan
High school in Humansdorp. 2020 will be my final
year of school, aiming to study my degree in
Literally Legume Baccalaureus [LLB Law Degree]
with the University of Cape Town or Bloemfontein.

My winning photo was done in December 2019,
when I took part in the Little Princess of South
Africa pageant in the Western Cape. My national
costume won the best dressed award. My first
time being selected as a cover model for a
magazine; which confirms that, I can do all things
through Christ which strengthens me!

How did you get into modeling?

My interest in modeling started in 2018, after I
watched the series “model squad” as well as the
Miss Universe pageant [2017]. I fell in love with the
lifestyle of the models and I really want to travel
places one day with my modeling career. I was
fascinated by the charity work of Demi-leigh
during her reigning period. being involved with
charity work is such a blessing and we become
blessings to others.

What do you most enjoy about modeling?

The one thing I really enjoy about modeling is
meeting people from different cultures, ethnic
groups and places, seeing new techniques that
they bring to the ramp is also so exciting. I mostly
love doing a ”high fashion” and; run-way walk;
no smiling no looking at judges.

What are you doing if you are not modeling?

I attend school at Nico Malan where I'm a netball
player, so if I'm not on the ramp I am on the
netball court. I also include charity work in my
weekly schedule, together with my mom.
Collecting donations for the underprivileged,
distribution thereof and feeding the poor. Trying
to make a difference at least in one person’s life.

If you could model with one person (dead or
alive) who would it be?

I would really like to share a ramp with Miss
Universe Zozibini Tunzi. She is such a wise and
inspirational woman. She wears her natural hair
[crown] with pride and I'm also wearing a natural
/afro hairstyle.

Where in the world would you most like to
model?

Anywhere oversea, it is my dream to one day
walk that streets, but mostly in New York. The
pictures and stories I see about New York
fascinates me.

What brands and clothes do you like?

My favorite brand is Nike. I am in love with their
slogan and it inspires me to try out something
new with confidence.

Do you think that male models have it better than
female models in terms of self-image?

I my opinion I think that male models receive the
most attention because most of the time females
tent to boost their self-confidence by liking and
commenting on their own uploads.

Do you have any special Talents?

Public speaking and motivational speaking I
would say. From my mothers point of view my
strong educational skills is my special talents.

Where are your roots – The best thing about/to do
in your hometown?

I was born in Port Elizabeth, the friendly city they
say. My parents decided to relocate to a small
town ,called Humansdorp in the Eastern Cape
and here I learned the true meaning of friendly,
kind-hearted and loving. The community here is
awesome..

What do you love on Social Media? – What do
you hate on Social Media?

I must say, I have a lot of supporters on social
media because of all my modelling
achievements that my mom share on social
media, family and friends including people I
don’t even know personally. that’s what I call
neighbourly love . The support and
encouragement I receive on social media is so
overwhelming and I feel so honoured by each
comment/compliment. it is such an honour and
privilege to be in this position.

I TOTALLY HATE CYBER BULLYING ON
SOCIAL MEDIA. PEOPLE TEND TO SAY
THE MOST AWFUL THINGS WITHOUT
THINKING HOW THAT COULD AFFECT
SOMEONE.

What is the most interesting thing online at the
moment?

Zozibini Tunzi …crowned as Miss South Africa 2019
with short natural hair and winning Miss Universe
title as well. it just shows that beauty comes from
within .

Describe yourself in 3 words:

• Kind-hearted
• Helpful
• Funny

Do you have any advice for aspiring models?

Believe in yourself ,never settle for less ,always be 
you and remember you can do all things through 
Christ which gives you the strength.

My favorite bible verse is: Proverbs
4:23 “Above all else guard your
heart for everything you do flows
from it !”

Introducing Issue 10 Cover Model

Leigh Human 
Photographer : Chris Jenkins





We find ourselves in uncharted territory and living
through an extremely significant time right now. A
time that will be recorded in the history books. It is
up to us to decide how we want to be portrayed. I
certainly want this time to be recorded as one in
which we overcame adversity, where humanity
reigned supreme and victory over the Corona
Virus was ours as a collective worldwide.

There are many things to be grateful for during this
time, including our families, health, food in our
bellies and a roof over our heads. Whilst those are
the most important, there are also things that have
kept us sane and able to continue to earn a living
during what would otherwise be a complete
disaster for small businesses.

I am grateful for technology. Our new buzz words,
which will no doubt feature in the Oxford
Dictionary in the near future, will most certainly be
Zoom, Netflix, Instagram Live, Upskill, Remote
Learning, Virtual Classes and the list goes on.

ACE Models International is one of the 
modeling academies that has 

already begun reinventing the way 
they teach modeling, deportment 
and etiquette with weekly Zoom 

meetings and Instagram Live with 
specialists in the industry. As the 

leading modeling academy in South 
Africa it was essential that their 

growth and quality of service not be 
too greatly impacted. 

Their directors, models and parents recognize that
this time can be used to grow one’s skills and
career. Joani Johnson, CEO of ACE Models
International and the prestigious Mrs South Africa
pageant and women empowerment programme,
believes that the modeling industry is taking an
exciting turn.

She has enjoyed the challenge of creating a
virtual modeling curriculum for ACE Models
International. “We certainly have been pushed
out of our comfort zones and have had to quickly
reinvent ourselves. As an industry we are able to
create exciting content from the comfort of our
own homes.

Models need to consider how they can add value
to brands through creating online content. Our
ACE Models branches have been hosting weekly
Zoom classes and we have created video tutorials
to assist with the online learning.

Learning everything you need to know about the
modeling industry has never been easier with
classes and tutorials available on your phone or
laptop. “It is not only modeling academies that will
need to evolve but we will be seeing traditional
modeling agencies changing too”, says Cindy
Nell-Roberts, former Miss SA and Director of ACE
Models International.

Cindy believes that models need to upskill
themselves and start to brand themselves as a
business. “It is not enough to simply be beautiful
anymore, one has to be multitalented and able to
manage your own accounts, be well spoken and
be able to do your own hair and makeup. This is
not to say that professionals won’t be needed on
production sets anymore but whilst models are at
home they should start practising taking good
‘Polaroid’ images of themselves at home.

Models need a plain wall, good lighting and a
decent camera or a good phone camera. Search
Pinterest and Google for posing and styling ideas
and start building a portfolio of our own online.
Companies are definitely still going to need
models but they will have to relook traditional
advertising methods. Possibly moving from
television advertising to advertising on You Tube
and with Instagram Influencers.

As soon as the Lockdown ban starts to lift and
courier companies can operate again, clothing
companies could deliver clothing to an influencer
to demonstrate how the items could be paired in
different ways for instance. There are so many
brands that can take advantage of the time
people have at home baking, doing makeup,
fixing their cars, gardening and enjoying family
time to mention a few.

Influencers are not new to marketing professionals
but there are some fresh faces making a name for
themselves during this time. It’s actually quite an
exciting time for models to make their mark and
remember that virtual content creation is key right
now.” says Cindy.

Self-Tape Castings are being requested by
agencies with relatable models showing how they
are coping during lockdown. I have received two
‘self-tape casting’ requests in the past week and
both with little notice, which is very common in the
industry. They are fun to do albeit time consuming
but much easier than having to sit
in a physical casting for hours, attend call backs
and shoot days. The payment offered is decent
too.

As with modeling academies and agencies,
beauty pageants have had to readjust their sails
and navigate these uncharted waters. I spoke to
Wayne Stafford who has been in the pageantry
industry for over 20 years and Director of Miss
Regal International SA and Miss Regal Teen SA. He
had feels that it will take time to see the true
impact the lockdown is having on the pageant
industry.

However pageants that have had to put their
events on hold need to look at which aspects of
their pageant can be hosted online, such as the
Miss Photogenic and Public Choice voting
sections of their pageant.

“The Miss Regal and Miss Regal Teen will go live
with the Miss Photogenic section of the pageants
next week”, says Wayne.

Joani Johnson adds that we are going to see
more real and relatable women becoming
successful beauty queens. “We will be looking for
women that inspire others to become role models
within their communities. Those that step up during
the lockdown to assist others will be more inspiring
and have more influence than celebrities going
forward.

Now more than ever we want to see authentic,
genuine women becoming role models. Our very
our Mrs South Africa, Jacqueline Ferns will be
involved in an initiative with the Women4Women
Foundation delivering food to unprivileged
communities next week.“

All industries need to not only relook how they do
business and how they reach their potential
market, but also what value they can bring to their
market. As consumers we will be looking for value
from the brands we invest in and relate to us.
Brands will need to look for new faces and voice
online that will help them market their brands
during these unprecedented times. So come on
models, show them what you have got! Don’t see
this time as a pause but rather an opportunity.

Ace Models Johannesburg North

Ace Models South Africa is a national modeling
academy – which has branches all over South
Africa and Namibia. Ace Models was founded in
2005 and is one of the biggest and best modeling
academies in South Africa.

Girls/boys at Ace Models have achieved
enormous success in the past, and now YOU can
be part of this dynamic group! We accept models
between the ages of 4 and up.

Ace Models has launched the careers of many
models and some of our models have achieved
International success. Ace Models also place a lot
of focus on creating successful young individuals
by focussing on self-confidence, grooming,
etiquette, personal development and people skills.

Ace Models provide the following:

• Model Management and Career Guidance
• Model Development (we develop your look,

body and mind for the industry)
• Training (in all aspects of the modelling industry

including ramp training, photographic
modelling, castings etc.)

• Beauty Pageant Coaching
• One-on-One Training
• Grooming (make-up, skin care, health etc.)
• Public Speaking, Presenting and Drama Skills
• Self Confidence and Personal Development
• Photo Shoots and Fashion Shows

Ace Models – JHB North is owned and 
run by Cathy Heaton who is a well-

known, award-winning Fourways 
makeup artist, photographer, 

pageant coach and author of the 
pregnancy and baby journals, Our 

Incredible Journey and Our First 
Memories.  She has been involved in 
beauty pageants and modeling for 

the past 30 years!

CONTACT DETAILS

Phone: 082 601 3625

jhbnorth@acemodels.co.za

http://www.acemodels.co.za

Modeling in a Virtual World 
by Cathy Heaton



Model Name: Bennedette Landman
Age: 29 years old
From: Laingsburg

Photo credits: Willem Botha
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As a young South African girl I had the phenomenal dream and

aspirations to become a model in the glamorous industry. Sadly under

my unfortunate circumstances I was unable to make this dream my

eventual reality. I was always said to be a future Miss World or Miss

Universe.

Although I never thought of myself in that way or
that I would or could achieve such a prestigious
role. I did what I could to be apart of the industry
by being apart of model shows and or events to
immerse myself into the culture instilled within my
girl like dream which remained imbedded within
myself to become that iconic future model.

I have had the privilege of winning multiple sashes and or crowns and

continued to remain humbled by the phenomenal opportunities. I've

always been a go-getter and pushed myself to do as much as I could. I

wanted to fight for that very dream as much as I was unable to achieve

them under my circumstances. Believing that nothing should hold one

back from their dreams and aspirations and one should keep reaching

for the stars.

At the age of 29 years old I entered the Mrs Universe South Africa

competition in 2020 and was timeously announced as a Semi-Finalist. It

was an unforgettable experience and moment that I'll cherish in my

memories for all time. Tears of joy was the order of the day thereafter

and a warm hearted inner celebration of such an incredible

accomplishment.

I thereafter flew too Johannesburg for the official sashing ceremony

with my fellow sisters. We had the opportunity to complete numerous

tasks and it was challenging but creates an environment of growth. The

tasks entailed sponsorships, community work, media and becoming an

online public figure.

As much as the tragic Covid-19 pandemic was greatly challenging it

did not stop myself from doing what was required according to the

deadline set out for myself. It's always an incredible experience to make

a difference in others lives. I've worked with incredible institutions and its

been an unforgettable experience. I've met multiple individuals and

been apart of amazing relationships and worked on multiple projects.

Such as clothing drives, becoming a brand ambassador for "Africans

Child Alive." I have had the opportunity to serve in Laingsburg and

Oudtshoorn as well as in the Cape communities. I have a passion for

small towns as their important yet occasionally their needs are

forgotten.

I thereafter successfully became a Finalist and had the opportunity to

be apart of the bike run which was aired on SABC 2. Creating

awareness about abuse in our local communities and society. Working

with children was such a rewarding experience. The smiles and

gratefulness on their faces is so incredibly memorable and I felt blessed.

Bikes came from George and Mossel Bay, with individuals coming

together in Oudtshoorn.

I am the type of person that will go out of their
way for others. I'll give my last to see others shine.
I want to truly be an example for my two
beautiful daughters.

I have learnt so much about myself and it has given me the ability to

adopt new light and recreate myself as an individual. I am worth it. I

dream big and I have faith I'll have the opportunity to reach incredible

heights. Timing is everything and I'm grateful for the ability to remain

patient.

I was crowned Mrs Universe South Africa Charity 2020 and am beyond

grateful for this incredible platform and opportunity.

Facts about myself:

• I have a passion for baking and I have my own business. We also

own multiple businesses in Laingsburg and am married to a fantastic

man whom always stands by me.

• I don't give up and don't intend too. I always rise from the ashes

stronger and a true fighter.

• In closing I'd like to thank my coach Charina Joubert, whom stood by

myself throughout the journey from Unseen International. She has

incredible passion for what she does and assists individuals in
becoming better versions of themselves.



Model Name: Sharné Strydom 
Age: 17 years old 

From: Johannesburg 
Photographer: Belle Lumiere Photography and Design

Makeup Artist: Private M Collection
Social Media Instagram: @sharne.shar 

Social Media Facebook: Sharné Strydom New

“No one is you and that is your power” I am the 17-year-old Sharné Strydom

from the beautiful city Johannesburg. I’ve started with my modeling career in

2019 and I am currently a model at Vogue Catwalk Models SA. Modeling has

always been one of my biggest dreams and to become an International

model and compete in Miss South Africa, Miss Universe, or Miss World.

I’ve competed in a few pageants and is your current Senior Overall National

Supermodel winner for 2019 as well as the Overall photogenic winner. Apart

from the pageantry, I’ve done a bunch of photoshoots and can’t wait to

share my story and inspire people along my journey. Being featured in

magazines is absolutely a dream come true. I have big plans and dreams for

my future!

Being a brand ambassador for numerous brands is such a privilege. Working

with different people and growing each and every day gives so much

definition to my future plans. I absolutely love promoting brands on my

platform, as that is how I introduce my followers and friends to amazing brands

and companies.

From a very young age, I’ve loved to dress up and be an inspiration for all girls

and boys around me.

My future plans include getting my degree in Fashion Designing and Fashion

Media as well as creating my own cosmetics line and clothing boutique. One

of my biggest goals to achieve is to start a campaign with “Pretty Little Things”

and working with international model agencies. I would absolutely love being

apart of New York Fashion Shows.

I am such a firm believer that the one who falls and

gets up, is so much stronger than one who never fell

as well as if your dreams don’t scare you, they are

too small.

It’s such an honor for me to be the Cover page model for this issue. Thank you

PPMC Magazine South Africa for believing in me and making big dreams a

reality! I want every single girl to know that her voice can change the world.

“Every women’s successes should be an inspiration to another. We’re strongest

when we cheer each other on”

THE PORTRAIT BOOK 
– Cover Model Issue 9
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Carmen (Photo left)

Let me introduce myself to you. My name is, Carmen

Elizabeth, and will be in Gr 8 this year, at Framesby High

School. I am a Christian and believe with God on your side,

everything is possible. I am the second child in the family.

My Passion is Modelling and I also enjoy Netball &

Swimming.

I started doing modeling at Sophisticated Models last year

February 2019 and that’s when I discovered my passion.

The reason why I started doing Modeling was, because I

was a victim of being bullied at school. I had NO self-

confidence at all. I started to believe that I was worthless

and ugly. Within the first few months, I felt so proud of

myself and don’t regret it being part of Sophisticate

Models. My photographer is Pro Design Photographers

(Liezel Barrow) and Make-Up Artist is my Aunt – Nadia

Harris. I love to keep up with the fashion trend however I

love my casual wear when I am at home relaxing.

During my time at Sophisticated Models I have achieved

the following titles and feel extremely blessed,

Mr & Miss Kabega Park (2017 – 2nd Runner Up)

Mr & Miss Kabega Park (2018 - 2nd Runner Up)

Mr & Miss Kabega Park (2019 – Winner)

Senior Miss Personality EC (2018)

Mr & Miss Enviro (2019 – Winner)

Miss Jeeny Uitenhage Market (2019 – Winner)

Miss Grand Supreme EC (2019 – Winner)

Miss Grand Supreme PE (2019 – 2nd Runner Up)

I believe it is important to stay humble and just be yourself.

As this is the most important thing my parents taught me.

We all are winners, if you fall, just stand up, and do your

best as long as you enjoy doing it. I hope to make

modelling my career one day, and to travel around the

world, helping other girls and

woman to bring out the beauty in themselves.

Leandri (Photo left)

Photographer: Tania Allen Make-up:

Qualitas Career Academy

Modeling school/agency: Ace Models

I am 13 year old Leandri van Lill from

Bloemfontein. My motto in life is: "Don't

let the world change your smile, let

your smile change the world.

I just love modeling. I think my smile is

one of my best assets and I am

definitely using it to make a difference

in the world. I am a go getter that will

put all have into my modeling to

pursue my dreams. Please follow me on

Facebook and Instagram.

Chanel (Photo left)

Photographer: Carl Van Vuuren.

What a Night! Humbled to be crowned Miss Johannesburg

2021. Thank you to Rolemodels Foundation for hosting the

Ultimate pageant on Saturday 7 November 2020. I want to

thank everyone who donated cleaning products, food,

clothing, sanitising stations etc.. Thank you to Bridgewater

Logistics, Havensec Solutions, Toms Sound & Remington

Supplies for the awesome Sponsorship towards the Imfundo

Educare.

I am extremely excited to start my year of reign, this amazing

platform will allow me to do even greater things for

impoverished communities. I have a great passion for charity

and have also always believed in giving serves greater

pleasure than receiving. I look forward in changing more

lives and creating a legacy. I aim to become a role model

and leader for younger girls wishing to follow in my footsteps.

Elziné (Photo left)

Elziné Kotzé 13 years of age from Tzaneen, Limpopo Province,

was announced the winner of Little Miss Planet 2019 in a

prestigious event during July 2019 in Albena Bulgaria. At least 15

Countries participated in the Little Miss Planet International

beauty pageant over a week long period. Elziné is being

coached by Cecilia Screiber from Amoné Models in Tzaneen

who is proud of her International title won in Bulgaria and India!

Attached find photos of Elziné’s crowning moment as Little Miss

Planet 2019. Elziné travelled again to India in December 2019

and participated in Little Model Earth International Children’s

Festival and won the titles Senior Super Grand Prix Talent and

Africa Continent.

Elziné was also part of the program for Little
Model Earth to experience visiting the
Submarine museum as well as the Taj Mahal in
Agra city. She met with the mayor of
Visakhapatnam and spent 2 weeks as winner
of South Africa’s Little Model Earth 2019
participating in the International Festival.

Lucinda Fourie (Photo right)

Photographer: Pixel Pro Photography (Albert 

Bredenhann)

I am a proud mother of 2 Children, Marnus and Shante

and 1 stepson JC, married to Christo Fourie, my graphic

designer husband. I’ve recently started my own Health

and Safety Consultation business and are also in a

business collaboration with a company which addresses

the national problem of unemployment by creating

other opportunities to excel and be self-sustaining. My

hobbies are baking and making of Reborn Baby dolls.

I’m passionate about people and making a difference

in my community and those around me. My community

service initiatives include handmade blankets, facecloth

bears, Baked cookies with a bible verse, Old age home

service, distribution of clothing, distribution of fresh

vegetables and packed goodie bags with sanitary ware

for girls. I’ve also recently got the opportunity starting a

community up liftment program at the Pretoria Jail. My

one year certificate in Trauma Counselling at Unisa in

conjunction with a up liftment and inspirational program

and material from the US I’m looking forward to making

a lasting difference in woman’s life’s. I’m part of the

Africa Pageants family and proud myself in being an

ambassador for the amazing work they do and the

difference they make in the lives of others through the

platform they create. I’ve held fundraisers for Pink Drive

and Cupcakes4Kids with Cancer raising money to help

Cancer patients and will be raising funds for them in

August this year again through a motorsport initiative.

I hold the following titles:

• Mrs South Africa Global United 2017

• MS Global United 2017/18 (International Title won in

the USA, Minneapolis)

• Mrs. South Africa Curve Globe 2019

• Mrs. Curve Globe 2nd Runner up 2019 (International

Title won in the USA, Palm Springs)

I believe to make a difference and to be an inspiration

to others you need to be real and authentic. There is no

better testimony other than having been through a

situation and being able to motivate and encourage

others going through the same and helping them heal

and grow. I stand for empowerment of woman and

giving them a voice to inspire them to be an inspiration

and in return build other woman up. Every day is a new

day and a new opportunity to make a difference, to

learn and grow.
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Klaas (Photo left)

Photo cred: PnVPhotography

Modelling Agency/School: New Royal Elegant

Social Media Links

Instagram Instagram.com/klaasmadikwa

Facebook Page facebook.com/DirtyKaySA

I'm a very enthusiastic learner who always strive to

emancipate, a philanthropist at heart, hard worker who

never gives up, posses a strong character and an

independent accommodative spirit which contributes

positively to our society.

As an agent of change I believe that change ensures life

stays exciting, innovative and most of all integrating oneself

within the natural ebb and flow of change ensures a

fulfilling career experience. A career without change is

likely to be one that lacks development as well as

excitement and growth

I'm very much fond of modelling, It gives me a good

grooming and the ability to take care of my appearance

besides that it develops my confidence, It gives me

discipline and a professional attitude with good people

skills and the ability to cope with criticism and rejection.

With determination, hard-work, taking
risks, not being afraid of failure and
knowing what you want to make out of life
you can achieve anything you want in life.
All obstacles that we did not conquer
teach us a lesson about tomorrow and life
itself.

Cherisé (Photo right)

Photographer: Lizelle Engelbrecht

Fashion: Cherisé Mans

MUA: Lizelle Engelbrecht

Designer: Johnathan Kayne

School/Agency: Trelique modelling & Promotion Agency

I am the 20 year old Cherisé Mans from Middelburg in the

beautiful province of Mpumalanga. Being involved in

Pageants for the past 6 years has taught me so much and

helped me with my platform "Invisible Perfections" by

creating awareness for all types of Invisible Illnesses.

I believe it is not about winning or wearing the crown its

about making a difference and that takes hard work and

determination to achieve your goals and making a change

in not only your community but also the country and

worldwide.

"Being a Role Model dedicated to
mentoring today's youth and tomorrow's
leaders" is a quote I live by.. My passion is
to make a change in others lives, putting a
smile on someone's face which can be with
only small acts of kindness..

As current reigning Miss Middelburg 2019 I would say that

being a model is not about the beauty on the outside, but

about having a heart for serving your community.. I

absolutely love doing volunteer/charity work, doing

everything with a big heart and love without expecting

anything in return...

During the years I have committed myself to making a

change, I have supported and visited various charity projects

and organization.

Christi- Mari  (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Deon Van Wyk

Hair & Makeup: Dajana Rijetkovic

Agency: DAMASA

I was recently signed with 33 and Me Talent

Agency. I'm 27 years old and want to inspire

other aspiring models to peruse their dreams

and work hard for what they believe they can

achieve. I'm also a mother of a beautiful boy

and hope to be somebody that he can be

proud of.

I'm a qualified teacher and furthering my

studies to become an financial accountant.

It doesn't matter where you come from, you

can go anywhere when you want to achieve

your goals and aspirations.

Nobuhle (Photo left)

Photo credit: Mholi and da Brain Photography

Fashion: Ntokzin fashion design

Hair & Make-up: Mpofana Nobuhle

School or Agency: Dream Chasers Academy

My name is Nobuhle Ramutsindela I'm 14

years of age from Luganda Mariannhill. Love

modeling and pageantry.

• One of the Miss teen globe Tourism SA

Finalist 2020

• Also Top 10 Miss & Mr SA Pre-teriary Finalist

2020

• And Miss Easter Bunny Queen Teen

Marièla (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Carel van Vuuren

Fashion: Sonja Lombard from Sonja Couture

Hair: Espavo Hair Design

Agency: Ace Models West Rand Sasha Taylor

Bio: I am a stage loving girl who started at the age of 6

with pageantry. Since the age of 3 I was watching Miss

SA and dreamed of becoming Miss SA and a movie star

one day. My love for the stage made me a confident

little girl who always loves to perform from poetry, solo

drama pieces, group drama pieces, dancing and

modeling.

I began dancing at the age of 5 and love doing hip

hop modern contemporary and lyrical. I am a proud

category winner in drama solo at the NEA 2019 event,

category winner in dance at the RACA 2019 event. I

was awarded the Gauteng Female Culture Star of the

year 2nd place in 2018.

I competed at the South African Championships of

Performing Arts by Beyond 2000 and SAATME and

received numerous Gold Medals in acting and

modeling which gave me the opportunity to compete

in Los Angeles at the World Championships of

performing arts 2018 where I also received a Gold in the

Photographic Modeling Section. For fun I will be on the

golf course with my family and I have golf lessons during

the week with my coach Hennie Rootman at Golf

Technology Ruimsig.

I believe that God has given me a opportunity to help

those in need and there for I started my own Supergirl

Saving The world project where I collect recycled goods

like glass plastic paper and bottle caps which I sell and

then use the money to assist people in need like Baby

Sanctuaries or Food parcels for those in need. This way I

help prevent pollution and I help anyone in need of

food clothes electricity etc. My family motto is: Do your

best and God will do the rest.
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Leonel (Photo left)

Photo credit: Visual Storm

Title: Mini Miss RSA Sweetheart Rolemodel 2019/2020

I started homeschooling this year, in order to keep to

my family and religious values and morals and to also

be more flexible to work on my God given talents

which include my love for the stage and performing.

I have competed on national level in dance since

the age of 4 and have acquired numerous awards

as well as my provincial and national colours. Public

speaking is also a yearly commitment for me and I

have placed runner-up in my age category in 2019

at Artisticulta.

I love to compete at all our local / regional art

festivals in the art of dancing / drama / monologues

and the like, and fair extremely well each time.

Furthermore, I have competed in local pageants

since the age of 7 and recently achieved the worthy

title of Mini Miss RSA Rolemodel and have been

granted the opportunity to represent South Africa on

international level in Orlando, Florida later this year.

Modelling, and competing therein, has taught me

various life skills including (but not limited to)

interviews, stage introductions in front of panels of

judges and audiences, grooming and posture.

It has also instilled my love for charity. Animal welfare

as well as Saving the only planet we have to live on,

is very dear to me and I have embarked on various

mission in creating awareness and making a

difference.

I am a youth board director member for E.A.R.T.H

Squad where we challenge everyone (via a social

media platform) to engage and make a difference

in their own communities.

These challenges include various endeavours, from

recycling materials, planting Spekbooms, collecting

items for animal and human welfare, right through to

educating people on life threating illnesses and the

like. I am very passionate about animals in general

and strongly promote that one should “adopt, don’t

shop”.

You can follow my journeys on Facebook, Instagram

and TikTok. I’m also busy compiling my own Youtube

channel where big and small can subscribe and

follow me where I will do video blogs ranging from

earth and animal awareness, to dance and flexibility

technique tips. Yet through all of this I’m still a normal

girl at heart and is growing my collection of dolls and

would climb a tree at any given moment. When with

dad we don’t waste an opportunity to go on a 4x4

trail and I will also try new treat recipes in the kitchen.

Vision: I might be small, but I have a big heart, and

having a big heart in a cruel world is a strength, not a

weakness. I can take centre stage in my friendship

circle, but I can also stand my ground when I’m

alone…even if it is in high heels. My vision includes

making a difference by creating awareness

regarding “Saving the earth” as weIl as becoming a

rolemodel for the youth via growing into my own

dream of being an icon via stage / television and/or

social media.

Samkelo (Photo right)

Photo Cred: Gcina Media

Fashion: Dressed and styled by Eurosuit

Agency: ABM Foundation

• Mr Mpumalanga 2020

• A Boy Child Also Needs Protection " Ambassador

• Advocating for Education and A boy child campaign

under ABM Foundation

• Dee's African Spa Ambassador

• 20 years old of age from Mahushu, Game in Mbombela

Mpumalanga

• Currently doing his undergraduate honors degree in

bachelor of sciences at the University of Mpumalanga.

Social media handles:

Facebook @ Mr Mpumalanga

IG@ Official_Mr Mpumalanga

Twitter @ Mr Mpumalanga

MR MPUMALANGA it is more than just a pageant, and it is a

foundation primarily focusing on grooming a boy child thus

ensuring that he is afforded the same rights as females in

society.

This is to solemnly fill up a gap in society that has existed for

the longest of time. If boys can be groomed to be

responsible males in society and be true social-change

agents then it is mission accomplished. This is achieved by

the promotion of beauty, entertainment, character and

education.

A friend had been encouraging me to join pageants simply

because he liked my character and my looks. After rejecting

so many pageants he had tried to get me on, he finally

suggested one that I felt was fitting and worth a shot. I

applied for MR MPUMALANGA and made the cut.

Surprisingly this was my first ever pageant, I had to be

convinced by a friend to do pageants, a friend who was

also a part of the competition. I was literally the underdog in

the competition because I was simply clueless. Some may

call it beginners luck, I would say its fate pursuing me.

My plans as the reigning Mr Mpumalanga 2020 is to be a

Game Changer and also to have a lot of impact in the lives

of young boys and bring change in my town by promoting

arts, fashion, beauty and education. I was crowned Mr.

Mpumalanga 2020 on the 7th of March before lockdown. I

am planning to do schools visit after lockdown and also to

visit orphanage homes.

Natasha (Photo left)

Photographer: Ross Kent Photography

Hair: The Men’s Room

Make-up: Poeier & Paint

Outfit: Little Pageant Dresses

Placings for past 6 months:

• Miss Teen Garden Route 2020

• Miss Teen Garden Route 2020 - photogenetic winner

• Miss Teen Garden Route 2020 - philanthropist winner

• Miss Teen Eden SA 2020 - public choice winner

• Miss Teen Eden SA 2020 - 2nd princess

• The Men’s Room hair salon - brand ambassador

• PPMC Magazine - full page

• My Style Magazine Chicago - 2 page feature

My modeling and pageant journey started in 2018 when I

was crowned Miss Garden Route Junior Teen 2018 and

Miss Western Cape Junior Teen 2018, 1st princess. The first

time I walked the ramp, I was hooked. I just love the vibe,

the excitement, experience and the new friends that

comes with every pageant!

I am a student at the C&C Model Academy. I love every

minute of training, of being on stage and being in front of

the camera. I just love to be able to transform from one

look to the next while still bringing my own personality to

the creative mix.

I was recently crowned, Miss Teen Garden Route 2020.

What I find most satisfying is that I get to use my modeling

and pageant titles as a platform to make a difference in

the lives of others.

I strongly believe in the motto: “be the
change you want to see in the world!” as
Miss Garden Route Teen, I have the
privilege to be part of the role model
foundation South Africa, which supports
various charities.

I have learned that charity and love is the same – when

you give charity, you give love and by giving love, you

build, motivate and help others grow.



Franzé 
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Sibongile  (Photo left)

I am Sibongile Ndawo Engel from Pinetown Sarnia,

Mrs Universe South Africa 2020 Finalist. I am 39 years

of age, Married, Mom of 4 kids and a Stroke survivor.

I got B com in Human resources, Director of

Sibongithemba Medical Supplies and French Kiss in

SA Online Fashion Shop. I am a Board member at

Open Door Crisis Care Center, where we raise

awareness on children and women abuse. I am also

Umndeni Skin Care and Maz Herbal Products Brand

Ambassador.

have always had a dream to touch people's lives in

a positive way, more specifically my gender, Women

as we are more vulnerable in our Society. My

purpose is to empower Women and Young girls. I

believe that Women have long been discriminated

against by Society and made to believe that they

are inferior or less important. In many cases they are

denied the chance to prove their worth hence I

wanted to be their Voice. I am currently working on

a Program called Sibongile Ndawo Engel Foundation

where we will be helping Young girls and Women to

have a Voice in the Society and achieve their full

potential. We will be focusing on...

Providing Education

Building their Communication Skills

Investing in Small Businesses owned by Women

Be a Mentor to a Girl Child

I will also be focusing on Raising Awareness on

Domestic and Sexual Violence that is rapidly growing

in our Country. My utmost advice is to Speak Up!

Report the incident immediately before it escalates.

Everyone should have Hotline number written

somewhere or saved in their mobile phones, Educate

yourself about Domestic and Sexual Violence, by

knowing more you will be empowered to help

Yourself and Others.

Lastly I would like to encourage Women to believe in

their dreams, it may take long to achieve anything

but God's timing is always perfect.

Title: Mrs Universe South Africa 2020 Finalist

Photo credits: Black Lens M

Hair and Make-up: Sibongile Ndawo Engel

Fashion: French Kiss in SA Fashion Shop

Location: Pinetown KZN

Mrs Universe South Africa 2020 Finalist

Contact number: 0818037594

Facebook: Sibongile Ndawo Engel

Instagram: Sibongile Ndawo Engel

Twitter: Sibongile Engel

LinkedIn: Sibongile Engel

Samkelo (Photo right)

Sarah (photo right)

Modelling school: RVT Modeling School

Photo credit: Nadia Langedyk Photography

Sarah is a very hardworking young lady, she is always

happiest when she working towards a goal and that’s

why lockdown level 5 & 4 were so hard for her.

As a Miss Jnr South Africa 2020 finalist, she was very

excited about attending the pageant in Pretoria earlier

this year, in March, but one week before departure the

pageant had to be postponed due to Covid-19. It was

very hard to stay motivated, and to keep up with her

training, when the goal posts had been moved and no-

one knew when or if anything would ever be as they

were before. She continued attending modelling classes

on Zoom, but it wasn’t the same… she missed her

modelling friends and practising in front of the coaches

personally.

The date of the pageant was postponed twice before

Carolyn Botha, the organiser, decided to host the

competition digitally instead. This was a bold and brave

decision, and once the dates were set, Sarah felt more

determined than ever to achieve what she had set out

to do in March.

She started practising every day again and even had

to learn a few new things, like being interviewed by

judges on Zoom, how to make eye contact with the

judges on a video and how to best work her angels for

photo submissions of each outfit. It really was just as

much work as a live pageant! In fact, it was much more

stressful because all the judging rounds were not done

over 4 days, it was over 4 weeks and the wait made it far

more stressful… but it was all worth it in the end.

Sarah not only won the main title for her age group: Miss

Pre-Teen South Africa 2020, she also received numerous

other titles and awards:

• Awards: Pre-Teen Miss Best in Interview and Pre-Teen

Miss Best Interview Wear, as well as Best of the Best

Junior Female Interview.

• Miss Pre-Teen Face of South Africa 2020 for receiving

the most SMS votes in her age group.

• Miss Pre-Teen Universe SA 2020, which is an

international title allowing her to compete at Little

Miss Universe in Turkey.

• Jnr Miss Charity SA 2020 for raising the most money for

charity out of all the 3-12 year old female contestants.

• And the cherry on top of the cake: Junior Female

Overall Highest Score.

(That's a total of 2 tiaras, 4 sashes, 6 certificates and a

plaque)

Her family and friends were so proud of her and,

although she was extremely proud of herself, she felt a

sense of relief – all that hard work had paid off. She did

miss competing in a live pageant; she missed meeting

the other finalists in her age group (she loves making

new friends), she missed the excitement and nerves of

pageant week and she missed having her name called

out on stage in front of a live audience, but she now

had an unusual story to share; how she participated and

won a pageant during a pandemic.

It is sad that she will only be able to work her title for 7

months, before she must crown next year’s winner, but

she will make the most of the time she has and still put in

12 months’ worth of effort, commitment and love, she

will still use this title to make a difference and she will still

carry the crown with pride. She aims to be the best

possible ambassador she can be by using the words of

Roald Dahl: “Somewhere, inside all of us, is the power to

change the world” to keep her inspired during her reign.

Tuané (Photo left)

I am the 15 year old Tuané Rademan from the beautiful

Jacaranda City, Pretoria. Determination, Authenticity and

Boldness are only a few words that I strive to live by, and it

naturally overflows into what I am passionate about, modelling,

athletics, spending time with my family and friends and helping

those in need.

My motto in life is simple- "Take in the good" to focus on the

beauty around me, the positives in my own life , and what I am

grateful for. I have been doing pageants since December 2018.

Since then I have earned a few titles:

• Catwalk Model of the year 2019

• Teen Miss RSA 2019-2020

• World International Queen 2020-2021

• Miss Kairos 2020-2021

• Premier Model Fashion Supreme 2020

• PPMC Face of Hope

• Miss Magnificent SA Snr Overall Winner

• Royal International Miss Jnr Teen SA 2021

Never could I imagine that my year would be turned upside

down. My plans were derailed ,but my eyes were focused on

the horizon. Covid brought so many opportunities to me , and I

was able to touch many lives. I cannot wait to represent our

beautiful country SA aboard in 2021. Competing in Pageants

has its ups and downs, but the most important thing is to always

pick yourself up, dust yourself off and try again. Your BIG WIN will

come your way. Always stay humble and true to yourself.

"Crowns are not made of rhinestones. They are made of

discipline, determination, consistency and a rare trait, called

courage"



David
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Cayla (Photo left)

CAYLA VAN EEDEN | Miss Junior Teen South Africa

2020 & Face of South Africa 2020

Despite Covid-19 challenges, Cayla bagged a

number of titles at the recent Miss & Mr Jnr south

Africa pageant.

• Miss Junior Teen South Africa 2020 – Winner

• Face of South Africa 2020 – Overall Winner

• Miss Jnr Teen Universe SA 2020

• Snr Miss Charity SA 2020 (4th consecutive year)

The 21st Annual crowning event of the 2020 Miss &

Mr Jnr South Africa pageant was originally

scheduled for March 2020. The arrival of the Covid-

19 pandemic put a halt to the event. The pageant

was postponed to June and then again to August.

Keeping the safety of the contestants and their

families in mind, the CEO of Pageants SA, Carolyn

Botha, changed the format of the pageant to a

“Virtual pageant”.

The 2020 Miss &amp; Mr Jnr South Africa pageant

was held recently with a slight twist for the judging

and crowning. Judging was done digitally this year

due to Covid-19 and each contestant had to

submit videos of their pageant ramps (casual wear

and evening wear).

Contestants also had to submit photos of their

various outfits – casual wear, interview wear,

evening wear and themed wear (theme was

cartoon heros). Contestants then participated in a

personal interview held over Zoom with the panel of

judges.

Face of South Africa 2020 is part of the overall Miss

& Mr Jnr South Africa pageant. All contestants are

automatically entered into this prestigious

competition.

Contestants received personalised voting numbers

and photos were loaded on Facebook. Voting was

done via SMS. Cayla was announced as the Overall

Face of South Africa 2020 winner as she received

the highest number of votes across all the female

categories.

Miss Charity SA 2020 is also part of the overall Miss

&amp; Mr Jnr South Africa pageant. Contestants

were scored/assessed on their charity work and

participation in the various campaigns and projects

of the pageant. Cayla is involved in a number of

charity projects. Hospital visits, volunteering at

children’s home, old age homes and shelters. She

also visits schools in townships where she addresses

learners on key topics (drug abuse, teenage

pregnancies and how to be assertive).

Her biggest project was raising funds to provide

young girls and women from disadvantaged

communities with washable sanitary wear. Cayla

will be representing South Africa at the Miss Universe

Junior pageant in Turkey next year. Competing

Internationally is not new to Cayla, she won Miss

Teen World and Photomodel of the World in 2018.

Outside of the pageantry world, Cayla enjoys

adventure sport and has done skydiving, bungee

jumping and parasailing.

Cayla’s advice to aspiring models: “Never, ever

give up! Learn from your mistakes and be positive,

chase your dreams and believe in yourself. Always

be humble, no matter what title or crown you wear”

Inam (Photo right)

Agency: Sophisticate Models

Photo credit: Pro design photographers

Greetings South Africa, My name is Inam Gqobele I'm from

the Eastern Cape, in the beautiful city famously known as

the windy city Port Elizabeth. I'm ten years old and currently

doing grade 5 at Sydenham primary. My hobbies are

reading and writing, Netball, Modelling is my Passion.

My goals are to growing my brand as a Model, be an

international model. Academically I want to be a doctor

and help those in need of medical attention.

Winning from the Miss Jnr. SA competition has motivated me

more on wanting to give back to the world and closely my

community.

Being involved in charity work with my community and my

province keeps me going.

My titles are :-

Miss Pre-Teen Globe SA 2020

Miss Pre-teen Jnr. SA 2nd princess 2020

Miss Mini-teen Eastern Cape Ambassador

Face of South Africa 1st Princess 2020, Photogenic Award

1st Runner up Miss East Cape teen 2020

Miss International Princess 2019

Miss International interview 2019

2nd runner up Talent Award 2019

2nd runner up Model Award 2019

3rd runner up Beauty Award 2019

Top achiever Award 2019 Sophisticate Models

Miss Greenacres Pre teen 1st runner up 2019

Khazimla (Photo left)

My name is Khazimla Kondlo a 10-year-old girl from a

friendly city of Port Elizabeth in the Eastern Cape. My

name Khazimla means “shine, gleam or glow” when

translated into English. I am a grade 4 learner at

Erica Girl’s Primary School. I live with my mother,

father and my 6-year-old brother. My hobbies

include modeling, singing, dancing and swimming.

I started modelling at the age of 4yrs. I love

modeling as it teaches me to be a confident girl, a

person who think of others and reaching out to

them, someone who can walk with a smile and talk

in front of crowds.

I am currently on the Schuin Villa pharmacy Billboard

in PE since 2016, I have been on SAMIL Mohair

Stitches magazine issue 53 in 2016. I entered a lot of

pageants, done fashion shows, and won titles which

some of them have opened doors for me to travel

the world. Since there’s quite a lot of medals,

awards, trophies, titles that I won, I will just mention a

few.

I have received Eastern Cape Federation Colours

from the Federation of Performing Arts in South

Africa. So far I have been to Philippines to represent

South Africa as a Miss Mini Glam International finalist

in 2019.

I have also won Miss International Princess 2019-

Overall Grand Supreme, I then had an opportunity

to go to New York City to representing my country

where I was crowned as Miss International Princess

Beauty winner 2019 with the following Awards - Best

dressed formal wear, Most potential TV commercial,

1st runner up interview and 1st runner up model

category.

Traveling the world motivates me as I am learning

about diverse cultures, seeing things that I have not

seen in my country and curious about languages

used in that country and flying the South African flag

high.

In October 2020 I was crowned as Tiny Miss Teen

South Africa 2020 in Johannesburg. As a title holder I

am expected to be involved in charity work and

that excites me as I will continue to put a smile into

people’s faces and show other girls that we can do

this as young as we are.

I thank God, my family and everyone
who supports me on my journey. My
goal is to achieve my dreams in
helping people and giving instead of
receiving.
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Nikyla (Photo left)

Modeling School: Synergy Modelling Academy

Photo Credit: Gawie Van Der Walt

I am the young, vibrant, self-motivated and confident 12

year Nikyla Moodley. I reside in Springs and attend

school at Veritas College. I love capturing and making

new memories with my family and friends.

I am currently the title holder of Miss Mini Teen Globe

2020, Miss Mini Teen Gauteng SA 2020 and Miss Mini Teen

South Africa second princess 2020.

This was no easy task as the competition would have

been held in March. I was so excited and looking

forward to a fun filled pageant. Unfortunately due the

difficult year that we are experiencing we had to go

ahead with this competition digitally in August. This has

not stopped me from giving of my best and I am

honoured to have such prestigious titles.

With a sash I have the ability to create many new

platforms for myself. I will use every opportunity that

might rise to my full advantage.

My passion lies with charity.

No Matter how big or small my deed maybe, knowing I

can make a difference in someone’s life whether it is a

beautiful soul walking by or a loving furry friend leaves an

incredible sense of warmth inside of me.

I would like to Thank Pageants SA for trusting me with

these titles and I will always wear my sashes with dignity

and pride. I would like to Thank Hanlie Van Rooyen and

my Synergy Modelling family for all your time and

support. To my parents a big thank you for always

believing in me, without your love, care and motivation

none of this would be possible. Not forgetting all my

family, friends and supporters you are the best.

Unconditional love for you all.

I believe that a little progress each day adds up to big

results. Remember always create your own sunshine and

let your faith be bigger than your fear.

#ThePowerOfTheSash #TheReal #TheAuthentic

#PageantsSA

Robyn-Leigh (Photo left)

MUA: Kalon skincare and beauty by Kimberly

Sassin

Photographer: Prinsloo Legoshe

School: Nouvelle Models Kimberley

I am a 21 year old communication science

student, studying through unisa. Who grew

up in Kimberley, Northern Cape and

attended Newton Primary school later going

to Kimberley Girls' High School and

completing my matric in the year 2016.

I Passionate about business and enriching

peoples lives for the better. I live by the

motto "Do all you do with love and kindness"

and would like to use my reigning year to do

just that.

I have been blessed enough to be chosen

as the Brand ambassador for

Barnatoshairdressers located at the Big Hole

in Kimberley as well as Kalon Makeup and

Skincare by Kimmy Sassin.

I've also placed 2nd in the Miss Beauty of the

Northern Cape Photogenic competition in

the year 2017 and competed in the

Matrieknooi Cansa competition in 2016,

been a Finalist in Miss Model Africa in 2019,

and became a finalist for Miss Mamelodi

Sundowns, I also became a Miss Radiant

South Africa finalist in 2020. And now your

Miss Northern Cape 2021. For my reigning

year I would love to make a huge difference

in my community and add value to many

people's lives.

I believe that we are all our own competition

and should strive to be better versions of

ourselves daily and will use this platform to

encourage the people in our community to

do better and be better because your past

will never depict your future.

I would like to encourage our youth to go for

every goal and dream, as no dream is too

big and no dreamer too small. Always

remember when you have a dream or a

goal, with hard work and determination

anything is achievable.

Clarinda (Photo right)

My name is Clarinda Swanepoel, 15 years old from

Witbank. I won my first big title on 17Oct 2020, Miss

Teen Witbank 2020. I am so grateful and it is a great

privilege to have been able to win it. She not only

won the title but also won 4/6 special awards:

• Best dress

• Most Photogenic

• Most cloth sold (in Witbank and Middelburg)

• Most trees covered over 315 (in Witbank and

Middelburg) Pink Trees for Pauline

Thank you Wedding Bells Witbank for my stunning

dress!! Thank you to EVERYONE who supported me.

To my mom for the beautiful make-up and

everyone close to me who supported me. The path

to the title was a new part in my life that taught me

so much about cancer, about meeting new

people and giving something back to your

community. I met Gertjie who has leukaemia and

he is only 2. The friendliest boy. I did a women's day

shoot where ladies really shared something about

themselves that every woman goes through in

every day life.

There were 4 projects we had to do. We had to

raise funds for NPOs and also sell canvases along

with pink rags for Pink trees for Pauline. Through all

the stuff, I just learned more and more about myself

than I could have imagined. It's a new chapter

and adventure.

I'm really looking forward to the year and there are

big things in the pipeline. I am currently working

with a New NPO supporting ladies giving breast

cancer support, Bettie Bandana. I look forward to

working and growing with Andries du Preez and

thus learning further and going even further with

other titles. I dont only want to win a title, I really

want to make a difference in the community and

know I am giving my best.

Something that is close to my heart is
Cyber bullying. I would like to make more

awareness about it. I would like to tell every young

lady out there that she is beautiful, that no matter

what others say about you, you are your own
person and to know what your values are.

Everyone has their own talent that is unique. Follow

your heart so you can follow your own passion and

make a difference yourself. One thing that helped

me a lot was family and the Lord. Through him I am

capable of anything!

Modeling is always fun, but I'm not just a pretty

face. There has to be a balance for me between

school and sports and Culture. If there is too much

of something it does not work. I do well in school

with two distinctions and average of 72%. I also

participate in arts & culture and sing in the choir

too. I also will be participating in Conspirito in

December. Looking forward to it. I do Netball and

action netball. The last year has been rough with

Covid-19, but that hasn’t stopped me.

Please follow my page: Clarinda Swanepoel Miss

Teen Witbank 2020 to walk the path with me.
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Louw Breytenbach is an avid performer and
entrepreneur from Johannesburg. Louw’s flair for
acting started very early on as he took acting
classes from the 6th grade. This paid off
tremendously, as the experience he gained from
school theatre help him to qualify for the SA team
of Performing Arts in 2005. After competing in Los
Angeles, USA, in the World Championships at the
age of 16, he was awarded with the Over All
Performer of the world for age groups 16-24.

In his final year of High school, he once again went
to Los Angeles for acting classes as well as runway
training from Michael Madox and regained his title
as World Champion for age groups 16-24. As part
of the prize he won a partial bursary for the New
York School of Film and Television. For this he was
awarded the Boksburg 5 Celebrity of the Year
Award in the Arts category. In 2007 his first book,
Volmaakte Gebrokenheid, was also published, a
collection of poetry and short stories written when
he was 17 and published shortly before his 18th
birthday.

In 2008 he completed the advanced Film & TV
course offered Brumilda van Rensburg. In 2009 at
the SA Championships of performing arts he was
awarded Grand Champion Male Model and as
part of his prize won a guest appearance on 7de
Laan. In the same year he was cast in add
campaigns for FNB Varsity Cup. In 2010 he went to
New York to compete in the Talent America
showcase hosted by Jane Eastwood. Here he won
the GQ-look award as well as the acting performer
of the year award. In 2011 he completed his three
year Drama Licentiate Diploma at the top of his
class from the South African Drama College.

In 2012 he returned to New York for acting classes
with Ron Milky (I Know What You Did Last Summer).
In the same year he was chosen to be part of the
elite South African Drama Guild and RAB (Raad
van Afrikaanse Beoordelaars). Upon returning from
New York, he was seen in Pages of Note, a 1940’s
period-drama, which was performed at Krêkvars
Festival (University of Pretoria). This production, was
re-written and under direction of Jennis Williamson,
was seen at the 2014 Fringe-Grahamstown
National Arts Festival. In December of 2012 Louw
was cast as Wilmpie in a children’s Theatre
production of Kabous die Skelm Kerfeeskous
directed by Elana Heyns.

Stoute Posbus Produksies renewed his contract for
the second production in 2013 of Die Avonture
van Tjoekie en Katrien an education children’s
production which was performed at various
Afrikaans schools across South Africa. Louw
continued with Stoute Posbus Produksies in three

other comedy cabaret shows Vellies & Feathers
and Vellies & Feathers: Bigger is better, and in
2015, Vellies & Feathers: The Pink Flamingo where
he played the lead character. He was also the co-
writer of these productions.

Louw was the male lead in the student short film
Die Onbepaalde directed by Anna van
Achtenberg as well as the male lead in the 2014
short film Midnight Pretoria. Continuous training in
film and television also includes a film workshop by
Acting On Screen with Jaques Bessenger. With his
ongoing self-published works throughout the years
and certificates in journalism and creative writing
he was asked by Media24 to work at “Tweesent”
(a KKNK-festival website) as journalist to review
shows in 2014. This also launched the newly formed
initiative of Die Reviewer, a social media-
entertainment website of which he is the founder
and Editor in Chief. February 2014 brought along
fashion shoots with renowned photographer, Karl
van Heerden and Chilipix and was placed as the
face of the clothing line Lablewhore.

In May 2014 he was seen in the self-written show
Die Derde Verdieping alongside Zoricke Snyman
showcased at LALT and The Playhouse
(Potchefstroom). 2015 also brought along the
productions of Kersvader en Die Skemer Skattejag.
Louw at the end of 2015 is seen as freelance
Fashion Journalist on Africa News Networks
entertainment program, BUZZ, as special expert
and guest of #FashionMondays, and writes
freelance for online publication SupermodelsSA.
He also forms part of VIA TV’s (DSTV 147) brand
new reality cooking show LEK JOU LIPPE AF
alongside his team mate, Stephan Potgieter who is
one of the four main contestants in this show
where celebrities and models have a 12 week
cook-off to see who will turn their flops into culinary
masterpieces.

In 2016 Louw was the owner of the intimate
theatre venue, Live Arts Little Theatre, his own
Cabaret Theatre Venue for up and coming artist
and performers, it doubled as a drama school
which has been successfully run since 2012 and
now boasts with 120 students. 2016 brought along
new adventures as Louw took on Stage
Management at Theatre on The Bay for the Pieter
Dirk Uys musical, Die Van Aardes Van Grootoor.

In 2017 Live Arts Little Theatre rebranded as the
LALT Theatre House after completing 150 shows
since 2012. The new adventure meant that special
focus could now be placed on the educational

side of the dramatic arts. He took on the role as
Head of the Drama Department at BenHale
Christian Academy, while still working part time for
ChatNOU! (KykNET) as production secretary and
content writer for a two-hour daily live broadcast
for two seasons. In 2018 Louw set his sights on
international partnership with the Serenbe
Playhouse of Atlanta, launching the first ever
Broadway2SA camp after intensive training
overseas.

The programme launched by Breytenbach is now
a celebrated exchange programme which
mentors young students in the performing arts
sphere. This lead to a greater call for training
where his company, the National Arts Association,
launched several intensive training programs and
courses aimed at the development of the
performing arts.

At the start of 2019 Louw published the Afrikaans
book “Sê jou sê” after the successful completion of
the co-produced television program Drama
Mammas (VIA147) in which Louw also stars. This
was also the birth of LALT Theatre House’s Cape
Town branch and the development of a musical
theatre section, as LALT now also hosts Vocal and
Piano classes on a weekly basis. Apart from
teaching, content writing and coaching Louw also
does motivational speaking at various schools and
runs various performing arts programs to promote
and enhance performing arts within the
community.

• Co-Produced and stars in Drama Mammas (VIA
147)

• Published “Sê jou sê”, Louw’s second published
book

• NAA launches first International exchange
program

• Official Launch of LALT’s Cape Town branch
• LALT launches Vocal and Piano classes
• Louw launches public speaking classes for

Adults
• Official launch of mentorship program and

motivational speaking

Introducing the multi-talented Louw Breytenbach
Current Director of the National Arts Association and can be seen in the reality TV show Drama-Mammas on VIA (147)  

Get Social 

Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/LouwBreytenbachOfficial

Website: 

http://www.louwbreytenbach.com

Instagram: 

@louwbreytenbach02
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Issue #1 

Bullying, you too can survive! 

By Lyncah Nieuwoudt

My Name is Lyncah Nieuwoudt. I am 13 years old
and come from the small town of Hartbeespoort in
the North West Province. I am currently a student
at Hoérskool Wagpos.

I started modeling when I was 5 years old and
took part n quite a few pageants during the year
and a half I did modeling. Due to unforeseen
circumstances, I took a brake from modeling for a
few years. I only recently started to do modeling
again and was fortunate enough to have been
chosen as an finalist of the Mini Miss RSA Pageant
for 2020. There is a lot of work to be done up and
until the finals which will be in September 2020.

Regardless of what the outcome in September is, I
will carry on doing modeling as this is my passion
and I would love to become a professional model
one day.

When you look at my photos it might 
be difficult for you to believe that I 

was and still are sometimes bullied at 
school.

People say it is part of growing up or if it doesn’t
break you it will make you stronger. I want to tell
you today the only way I lived through the bullying
is to keep my faith in the Lord and to live by the
mantra that my Mom still tells me everyday of my
life (God made me, I am special, and God does
not make mistakes).

I am against bullying and this is a subject that I am
very passionate about because I know how it feels
to be on the receiving side of a bully, they need
not be violent to hurt you they only need to hurt
you with words and trust me this can do more
harm than physical violence.

I used to be a bubbly little girl according to my
mom but round about grade 4 the bullying
started. They teased me about my braces, I was
called brace face or metal mouth and a few
other things.

When the braces came off the next subject
started you are fat how can you think that you are
special if you are fat. This caused me to go on a
eating strike I went without a proper meal for
about 3 weeks because my body was not the way
it was suppose to be according to others.

Luckily I have a mother that is relentless and is
always in my corner regardless of what is going on
she helped me through this time as well and I
accepted the way I looked. I started to do
modeling again and I think this was my saving
grace but also another reason for kids to start
teasing and bad mouthing me.

The more I improved with my modeling the worse
it got for me at school again, during break times at
school kids that use to be my friends would throw
their food at me and call me out on doing
modeling and tell me you are not pretty enough
and you will never make it as a model and the old
favourite you are to fat to be a model.

This to I survived. My modeling coach was there for
me as well as my mom she is always my pillar of
strength.

Because I know how it feels and because I know
all of these things affected my day to day life as
well as my school work, my family life, my social life
and even still today the hurt of back then still
sometimes surfaces when somebody is just a little
bit mean or makes a comment that is not always
positive.

I am now taking a stance against bullying, I am still
a work in progress and if I keep on trying and
working on myself and helping others eventually I
will once again be that self assured bubbly little girl
my mom knows me to be with one difference, I will
now be a self assured young lady.

Life sometimes takes you on strange journey’s but I
am sure that my journey is to be able to help
others in the future. I truly can say just as I really
thought everything was falling apart everything
started to fall together, I am stronger than I seem, I
am wiser than you think and I will never ever again
let anybody else determine my happiness in life.

Get Social

Photographer: Colorburst Photography
Make-up artist: Yvette Ferreira Powell

Modeling School / agency: Vogue Catwalk 
Models

Instagram: lynx_nieuwoudt
Facebook Lyncah Nieuwoudt



Introducing Sasha-Lee Taylor
Model, Business Woman and Entrepreneur

MAKING HER MARK IN SOUTH AFRICA - MEET SASHA-

LEE TAYLOR

Born and raised in Johannesburg, Sasha-Lee Taylor

(23) is a Model, Philanthropist, Entrepreneur and

Author, who completed her degree in Social

Sciences, majoring in Marketing and Psychology at

Monash University.

She has become one of SA’s loved
celebrity personalities for quite a few
special reasons.

LEARD TO READ, LEARN TO LEAD

Sasha-Lee is hoping to make the lives of those in

South Africa, just a little bit better, by offering them

an opportunity to gain one of life's most basic skills –

being able TO READ! She successfully developed an

exciting, creative and fun children’s book with an

educational aspect. With the first book off to a

successful start, Sasha tells us that the second book,

which is due for release later this year, will focus on

counting and dealing with everyday situations, such

as bullying.

“I have always had a passion for education and

giving back. I find it so important for everyone to

have access to equal education opportunities.

However, I noticed that there were many children,

even young adults, who were illiterate, and that is

how the “Learn to Read, Learn to Lead” idea was

born.

The name represents the young
children of today, becoming leaders
of the future. This project is a way of
connecting both my passion for
giving back along with education.

The second book tackles a more personal issue,

which I believe needs to be addressed more in-

depth – Bullying. It's reported that as many as 57% of

South African learners have been bullied at some

time during their high-school careers. This is

something I believe needs to be brought to light and

through education we can help those learners not

only overcome these hardships, but also potentially

stop the act of bullying in its entirety.” - Sasha-Lee

Taylor

ACE MODELS WEST RAND

She’s not just a beauty; she’s got the intelligence to

match! In 2020 Sasha was announced as ACE

Models International West Rand’s new Director.

ACE Models International is a premier modeling

academy that was founded by CEO Joani Johnson

in 2005 and has grown to almost 19 franchises all

over South Africa, Namibia and soon the USA, UK

and Australia.

The West Rand branch for ACE started in 2018 when

Neriva Wolff bought the franchise and turned it into

something magical.

“My passions go beyond education and tie hand-in-

hand with helping those around me build self-

esteem and confidence which I believe is an

important trait to have in today’s day and age. I am

currently the Director of ACE Models International

West Rand, which allows me to combine both my

passions at the same time.

I strive to give individuals the self confidence they

need in life, whether it’s being able to make a

difference by helping children learn to read with my

educational book or assisting individuals of all ages

overcome stage fright, or the simple fear of public

speaking. At the end of the day, you are the master

of your own destiny, and sometimes we all need a

little guidance along the way.” - Sasha-Lee Taylor

YOUNG LEADER IN PHILANTHROPY AWARD

This award was given to Sasha by the CEO of the

Nelson Mandela Children’s Fund, at the National

Youth Summit in 2018. The award is aimed at

recognising a “Nelson Mandela in every

generation”. It recognises an individual that is doing

“good work” for their community and giving back.

“It was truly an honour and will definitely remain one

of the biggest highlights in my life. I believe no

matter how big or small of a difference you make,

every bit counts in its own special way” - Sasha-Lee

Taylor

MODELLING

Sasha-Lee is no stranger to the modelling and

pageantry world, having been a prominent part of it

for over 10 years. She has a list of accolades that

include having been crowned Miss Teen Universe as

well as having won the Miss Junior SA 2012 title when

she was 12 years old..

"It has never been about the titles. Pageantry

opened my eyes to how it could build someone’s

self-esteem and confidence. It also showed me that

there’s more to a title, such a working with your

community and giving back.

I guess you could somewhat say that
pageantry is a part of me, it's in my
"blood".

I have been involved in the
modelling industry for over 10 years
and through this have learnt so much
about" - Sasha-Lee Taylor

GIVING BACK

In addition to changing lives with her Children’s

Educational Book, Sasha-Lee hopes to make even

more of an impact on the lives of children in South

Africa, and that is why she dedicated 50% of the net

profits from any book sales and split it equally

between two deserving charities; namely the Nelson

Mandela Children’s Fund and the Tshwane Child

Welfare Fund.

“These are two organisations that are doing

amazing things to help our youth. Nelson Mandela’s

dream was to improve education in our country and

I felt it would only be right to give back to one of his

organisations, especially since the main character

was also named after him. It is my way of building on

the legacy of Nelson Mandela.

The Tshwane Fund has always been close to my

heart and I admire the work they do for the children-

giving back to them was my way of showing that

their work doesn’t go unrecognised. The remainder

of the profits from the books will go towards

converting and setting up shipping containers into

classrooms and libraries to put in areas that lack

educational facilities.” - Sasha-Lee Taylor

CHARITIES

With the country recently having
undergone a nationwide lockdown,
Sasha-Lee believes it gave her a
much-needed opportunity to focus
on the charities that she closely works
with. Being able to give back to those
less fortunate is of the utmost
importance to Sasha-Lee.

"The lockdown was a blessing in disguise as it

allowed me to focus on my charity work and help

those who ultimately couldn't help themselves. It

afforded me the time and opportunity to arrange

multiple charity drives through which I was able to

donate hampers and food parcels to those less-

fortunate. It is in times like these that we learnt to

really count our blessings and share a helping hand

where possible.

I have also done various charity drives and

community collections for Baby Moses Orphanage,

Reach for a Dream, Maraisburg SPCA, Just In Time

Baby Sanctuary, and Polekego Shelter." - Sasha-Lee

Taylor

Follow her journey: 
https://www.instagram.com/sashata

ylor21/



Leandri Landsberg has risen to the top!
Nuovo Model Management would like to introduce

this beautiful, young and vibrant Model Artist

Leandri Landsberg, that has made a huge

achievement being casted by International

Modelling Scout/Casting Director Miranda Boshoff

of Nuovo Model Management to be selected to

take part in a booked Haute Couture Fashion Shoot

whereby thousands has attended castings, but

Leandri Landsberg was the final decision.

Leandri is currently residing in Pretoria East,
Centurion but is travelling up and down between

Pretoria and Johannesburg to participate in

numerous Modelling Castings and TV Commercial

productions to ensure more modelling bookings to

enhance her Modelling portfolio. She has made

her mark in the Fashion Industry, Nationally &

Internationally, very privileged to be booked twice

by International Casting Director/Booker Miranda

Boshoff for her second Editorial Haute Couture

Fashion Photo Shoot.

It is our duty to update Leandri Landsberg’s

achievements as her modelling portfolio has

reached the International Fashion markets through

our Associated Modelling Agencies and we are

looking forward in her upcoming International trip in

the year of 2021, to be seen by numerous

recognised Modelling Agencies/Bookers and she is

very much looking forward furthering her

International Modelling career in the Fashion

Industry.

Leandri has displayed much talent in marketing

International branding but will as well make a last

stop in Italy for a personal invite and screen test by

leading Alpha Modelling Agency.

NUOVO MODEL ACADEMY AND MODEL

MANAGEMENT

Tel: (+27) 74 280 0058

Tel: (+27) 84 031 4432

Fax: 086 511 0226

E-mail: nuovomodelmanagement@outlook.com

CEO of NMM: Tommy Lubbe

COO/Casting Director/Editorial Fashion Editor of

NMM/Co-coordinator of Editorial Haute Couture

Shoot: Miranda Boshoff

Theme: Haute Couture NMM Fashion Shoot themed

“Whimsical Editorial”

Location: Espavo VIP Village, Johannesburg

NMM Photographer: Donovan Roets@ Donovan

Roets Photography

Make-Up: Chane Chinique Cosmetics (secondary

NMM Make-Up Artist)

Hair Stylist: Martin Pheiffer @Espavo, hairstylist to SA

celebrities and to Miss SA

Production Company: Director, Kobus Lubbe –

Lubrock Productions, CEO of Lubrock Holding

As an already working Model in the Fashion

Industry who is Leandri Landsberg when she is

booked for an Editorial Shoot?

“Every time I have been booked for any Editorial

Shoot, for me it is important to always be

professional and respectful. I have to understand

the ‘theme’ of the photo shoot so that I can project

the correct feeling and look as needed by the

Fashion Shoot Director”.

You were selected a second time by NMM

International Casting Director /Booker Miranda

Boshoff to participate at the Espavo VIP Village to

complete a themed Shoot ‘Whimsical” Haute

Couture Editorial Fashion Shoot just prior to SA

Lockdown. How did you experience being in the

spot light working with a Team of Experts in the

Fashion Industry?’

“It was a privilege to be dressed by Miranda

Boshoff with my attire of Leading International

brands and accessories and a privilege for my Hair

to be done by renowned Martin Pheiffer that has

done very talented Artist’s hair in the Industry,

former Egoli actress Brumilda van Rensberg, and as

well former Miss SA finalist Cindy Nel and what a

privilege to have worked with NMM’s Editorial

Photographer Donovan Roets”

No one is perfect but how can you use your flaws to
encourage or uplift other aspiring Models to the

new/next stage of confidence to believe in

themselves?

“It is best to acknowledge that you have flaws, but

don’t let them control you. Everyone has flaws,

accept them and embrace them, because they

also make you unique and it is possible to be

successful, no matter what flaws you have. Try and

use them to your advantage. Show aspiring models

that it is only flaws if you let them hold you back,

and that perfect is not the

same for everybody.”

Who is your support and if someone wants to follow

as you did to establish yourself in the Fashion

Industry, what would be your advice to them?’

“My biggest support is my Mother, as she has

always been part of my journey and has assisted

me with my decision making. I have been very

privileged to be supported and to be chosen by

Nuovo Model Management that has secured

successful booking for all my Photo Shoots and

Casting appointments”

As a successful young strong vibrant Model Artist

that has travelled numerous times overseas, how

would you like to encourage the new movement

#Iamwoman to encourage new young female

models that is not as privileged?

“It is not where you start, it is where you end. Work
hard and create your own opportunities, do not
wait for somebody else to make things happen,

you just might wait your whole life. Believe in

yourself and through your hard work people will

notice you and you will be able to achieve

anything you want. ‘Never give up’, should be your

motto”

What would you like to accomplish more in your

near future in the Fashion Industry?

“I would like to enhance more Fashion Runway

Castings as it is one of my favourite genres in

Modelling and that will give me the space to go

into character to display and sell Editorial Runway

garments with the help of music, as music is one of

my favourite mediums to disclose character and

marketing exposure for leading brands.”

Has the Fashion Industry Rules of being not only

talented but creative and with all the high

standards of how your body should be displayed

left you with a thought of deeper meaning?

“Yes, definitely the fashion industry has affected

me. It is one of the industries with the highest

standards, making it a very competitive world. It

means I always have to give my best and look the

part. I need lots of positive energy to be able to

portray the image the client needs.”

How has the Covid-19 Pandemic and lockdown

influenced your daily routine not being able to

travel for Castings and/or Overseas Travel?

“Although it has been frustrating at some times, but

I have connected more with my Faith and has

established a more harmonious and balanced
connection with my close relatives. I am happy to

be able to go for castings or travel when lockdown

is over. I am so ready to ‘move!.”

‘What would to like to say to your followers or fan

base or readers wanting to be part of a very difficult

Industry, always needing to look one’s best at all

times?’

“Just be oneself, never give up and remember you

are very well connected. Remember you are

running your own Business, Have Faith and go for it.

Fly High…create your own Happiness,”



Introducing Nombuso Khaba
I am Nombuso Khaba, a 28 year old model, born and

bred in Mandeni in KZN. I was raised, supported and

loved by a single parent my late granny, I grew up very

shy, I lacked self- confidence and had a low self

esteem.

I hold a degree in financial management from Durban
University of Technology. I am currently pursuing a

Bcom in Accounting degree at the University of South

Africa, I started my career at Truworths as intern, then I

moved to Ithala bank. In June 2016 I was appointed by

one of the big five banks, Standard Bank. I am currently

working at one of South Africa’s business commercial

banks: Grobank as an Operational Banker.

When I was a teenager I had a dream of becoming a

model but growing up at home, we didn’t always have

it easy. Every time I’d talk about modelling, I would be

told there is no money and that I cannot be a model

when I don’t even have cloths for it. Hearing the words

broke me and at the time, I did not even know where

to start.

Making the dream work was even more difficult

because at home I was not even allowed to attend

any extracurricular activities. Money always tight and

my gran did all that she could to make ends meet. The
struggle of poverty is real and I experienced it first

hand. I always had to understand and be patient

through all life’s adversities.

I knew I had to hold on to my dream and wait until I

found inner strength to bring my vision to life. I knew

that my dream were valid, and that one day it would

all make sense.

I had to hold on, to keep hope and faith alive I had to

keep dreaming big; to remind myself that no matter

how long it would take, someday I would be in one of

the venues rocking the stage with my beautiful smile

and legs.

I remember taking the first step to making my dream a

reality. The year was 2017, I entered Miss Eagle South

Africa were I made the semi-finals. My very first attempt

walking onto the stage went something like this- “my

legs were shaking, hands sweating, my heart beating in

my throat and seeing the judges in front scared me

even more but till today, I am proud of myself for
having done it even when it was nerve wrecking.

Taking the first step made it all worth it.

In 2018 I relocated to Gauteng. I was still passionate

about the journey God had allowed me to take. In April

2019 I was privileged to be part of Miss Earth South

Africa top 10 Regional finalists. The support I received

from Family, friends, church people, was overwhelming

and greatly valued. It is not taken for granted. What I

loved about being part of Miss Earth South Africa, is

that it involved youth empowerment, giving back to

community, creating innovative projects and donating

to orphans.

This speaks to my passion. I would

like to own an orphanage one day.

My journey with Miss Earth South

Africa was exciting, fun. It involved

lots of light hearted moments of

laughter, it gave me hope and I

experienced incredible personal

growth. I cherish every moment.

In September 2019 I decided to join one of the best

agents, 33 and me talent agency. I realised I needed

more knowledge and skills in modeling. My agency has

taught me not to focus on one thing, I must also try

acting, TV Commercials, I also discovered that my

height does not allow me to do pageants.

A big thank you to my agent director Elsubie Verlinden

and the whole team at 33 and me talent agency for

the lessons and teachings. Today I’m out from my shell.

I am now confident and proud. I know that I was born

for this, I am passionate about it and love being in front

of the camera. After being part of the family 33 and

me talent agency, I knew this was something that I not
only wanted to pursue but also something that made

me feel.

Becoming a model for me is not just about fame and

beauty but having access to the most influential

platforms to inspire others and give hope with my story.

I do this with the intention of healing others and helping

them believe in themselves and their dreams, despite

their backgrounds and life experiences. I have a dream

for every young girl, which is to have my face represent

those who lack self- esteem and confidence.

I see myself in the future working with big brands, on big

billboards, in national and international fashion shows. I

want to grow as a model. I take pride in immersing

myself in the brand I represent as a model. I have

enjoyed small achievements such as being on

Binnelanders TV series, I have also been featured in a

Hunters Dry commercial. I look forward to more

opportunities.

Agent: 33 and me talent agency

Measurements

Height- 5’4

Bust- 32’A

Waist- 24”

Shoe- 6US / 4UK

Hair: Brown

Eyes: Brown

Email: nombusokhaba@gmail.com

Social media: @nombusoslender



Chanté Venter
PPMC Mr & Miss Victorious 2020 Cover Model Winner

I am the 14 year old Chanté Venter from the

Jacaranda City, Pretoria. As a hardworking

girl, I won’ t quit when obstacles are thrown

my way. I grew up in a small town named

Lichtenburg, located in the North West
Province.

We moved to Pretoria when I was 8 years old. I am
an animal lover and have a beautiful cocker
spaniel, named Leo. I love to spend time outside
and to do activities with my family and friends.

How does it feel to chosen as a

cover model?

It is a big honour to be chosen as the cover girl of
PPMC Magazine.

I was in total awe when I was selected as overall
winner of Miss Victorious 2020! Thank you PPCM
Magazine for the opportunity to feature in this
beautiful magazine.

When did your interest in modeling

start?

I started modelling in 2018 at Sky Models SA. I was
very surprised to learn that modelling is not just
about outer beauty but rather a journey to
discover how to be the best version of yourself. I
learned a lot of new skills such as proper posture,
communication skills and selfcare. Being part of a
supportive modelling family made this two years a
wonderful experience.

What are your goals?

At this stage I am focusing on completing my
school career. In the near future I would like to
attend a course in photography and investigate all
the possible career opportunities for my current
hobby. I would like to achieve more experience as
a fashion model, by exploring this part of the
modelling industry.

Do you have any other talents or

hobbies?

My hobbies include hockey and photography. I
started playing hockey at the age of six and I am
still representing my school by playing hockey
today, at the age of 14. My favourite thing about
hockey is the team spirit. An interesting fact is that
hockey improves your coordination and balance,
which is much needed while on the ramp.

Photographs are a big part of my life and I

take loads of them at every occasion.

Photos are like a return ticket to a moment

otherwise gone. I am very ambitious about

photography and would definitely consider

it as a future career.

Do you have any fashion or make-

up (beauty) tips?

Don’t follow trends, there is only one thing that
matters… learn to love yourself for who you are
and embrace your natural beauty and style!

What inspires you?

Being around positive people inspires me.
Spending time with people who have big dreams,
desire and ambition help to push me in a forward
direction accomplishing my own. I try to not be
embarrassed by my failures but learn from them
and start again instead. With a positive attitude
you are halfway there!

How do you stay motivated during

the pandemic?

Although 2020 didn’t start out as we all expected
we can still make it a great year by maintaining a
positive mindset.

What kept me going was keeping a routine and
setting daily goals to achieve. Staying on schedule
with my schoolwork, getting fresh air outside and
spending time with my family was on top of my
priority list. I know it is not ideal but using virtual
technology and social media can still keep us
connected.

Any advice you would like to give

someone else?

I would like to share 3 thoughts with you to keep in
mind while modelling:

• Don’t compare yourself with anybody else;

• Stay true to your own style;

• Stay determined to achieve your dreams and
ambitions



Founder and Chief Executive Officer of Hudess 

Couture

MR PAMPHYLE HERVE N'SHINDI professionally known

as HERVE CHAMPAGNE is the founder of Hudess

Couture as well as Studio XIII. He is originally from DR

Congo.

He is very innovative and has a keen eye for

precision this has led him to successfully assist many

businesses and individuals with his unmatched

photography and graphic design skills.

His company STUDIO XIII was founded in 2010 in

Cape Town, it is currently operating in Johannesburg,

South Africa. It is specialising in FASHION

PHOTOGRAPHY, GRAPHIC DESIGN AND FILM

MAKING. It is also one of the best platforms which

provide services for his other company Hudess

Couture in terms of pro ling.

Both companies are products of Herve Champagne

and they showcase his creativity, entrepreneurial

spirit, ambition, great work ethic as well as his classic

fashion sense.

Hudess Couture is a unique South African based

French clothing line founded in 2016 by Herve

Champagne The brands core ethos is embedded

under the tag lines "Hustle, Determination and

Success". The Company name re ects the owners'

creative spirit as well as their determination to

succeed against all odds.

Hudess Couture is not just another clothing label it is a

fashion movement for creatives, artists, fashionistas

and trendy individuals from all walks of life that are

proud of being authentic.

The creation of Hudess Couture is a collaborative

effort of Herve Champagne, his creative team The

whole team shares the same passion and vision of

becoming the best and most recognisably

appealing brand. Our formula is mixing great design

work, original print les, high quality material, as well

as high quality embroidery.

The end results is high quality and attractive apparel

that meets the demand and expectation of today's

modern day individual that knows that in your pursuit

of success you need to look the part.

Vision and mission statement

To be a world class fashion label that is well

positioned and technologically advanced to enable

real time servicing of our clients.

Objectives

• To be the preferred supplier of quality apparel;

• To have well-positioned boutiques to house all our

designs for walk in customers.

• To have a brand that resonates with the culture of

our consumers;

• To have an online presence that is unmatched in

the e-commerce' sphere by having the best

interactive online store;

• To contribute towards reducing the

unemployment rate in South Africa;

• To contribute towards the growing fashion industry

in South Africa and eventually Africa as a whole;

SLOGAN:

‘Le Grand Luxe’

The creation of Hudess Couture is a collaborative

effort of Herve Champagne, his creative team The

whole team shares the same passion and vision of

becoming the best and most recognisably

appealing brand.

Our formula is mixing great design
work, original print les, high quality
material, as well as high quality
embroidery. The end results is high
quality and attractive apparel that
meets the demand and expectation
of today's modern day individual that
knows that in your pursuit of success
you need to look the part.

Hudess Couture

Get Social

Instagram: 
@hudesscouture_official
@studiothirteen_official

Facebook:
Hudess Couture

Studio XIII

www.hudesscouture.com



The Woman of Stature awards took place on

Sunday, 8 March 2020 on International Woman’s

day at Indaba Hotel in Johannesburg. The Woman

of Stature is a National event from woman all over

South Africa that has been nominated for different

categories.

It was attended by 34o distinguished guest including

Miss South Africa Sasha-Lee Olivier, Mrs South Africa

Jacqueline Ferns and the Honourable Pinky Kekana.

The results were audited by AfricaRas.

Deante Swart a 13 year old from Greytown, KwaZulu

Natal won the category Junior Youth Ambassador.

Deante Swart is the youngest ever nominated for this

event and that have won the category. Deante is

currently a scholar at Wembley College. Deante

had to deliver a speech on receiving the award. I

have included Deante’s speech and some photos

of the event.

Be the change that you want to see 
in the world.

We are all familiar with Gandhi’s words. BE THE

CHANGE is not just another slogan or hashtag in my

life. These are the words that I strive to live by.

I believe that every person, no matter their age,

gender or race CAN bring about change and make

a positive contribution, not only to their community

but our country as a whole. To be the CHANGE is to

give of your time – the most precious gift any of us

can give.

I started my own organisation: Be the Change –

Children that Care, in 2015 and it is thanks to the

experience I gained there that I came to believe

that governments should make community

outreach work compulsory for all students before

they matriculate. When we learn to give cheerfully

and accept gratefully, everyone is blessed.

However, none of this would have been possible if

not for my school, my local community and the

women who have mentored me to be strong and

independent myself. They have all helped to create

this platform from which my voice can be heard.

They have helped me to help others.

We need to empower our youth (and
young girls in particular) to help them
find their voices so that they can
invest in themselves and their
communities – only then will we see
real change.

We are here to honour and celebrate the women

who have taken up the challenge to be the

CHANGE.

I am truly humbled to be among so many

phenomenal women, each of whom inspire, guide

and empower each other and their communities.

You are all pioneers and we as the youth look up to

you. Please know that your leadership is vital to our

own success.

I leave you with the following thought: we may all

have claimed and occupied our space, won

numerous accolades and achieved success in our

various fields but – if we do not use our influence to

inspire others right here, right now, not only will we

be forgotten but soon there will be no one to follow

in our footsteps. The lives that we touch and change

will leave a legacy that lasts

forever.

I am the thirteen-year-old Deanté Swart, from a little

town called Greytown is KZN and I live by my motto:

BE THE CHANGE. I have and always will live a life of

service.

The CEO of Woman of Stature is Charlotte du Plessis.

Deante is on Facebook and Instagram

@swartdeante

Woman of Stature Awards 
Deante Swart - Junior  Youth Ambassador Winner 

"The United Nation International Pageant System,

based in Toronto Canada, honored Danica Barnard

with an lifetime title as United Nation International

Ambassador.

This is the first time such a title was awarded to a

titleholder. Danica won the Miss United Nation title in

2017 for her year of reign in 2018. As result of how she

handled herself as a titleholder and role model and

for her role in promoting the UNIP brand

internationally, the United Nation International

Pageant director bestow this title upon Danica.

In 2018 Danica also received an International

Ambassador Award from Africa Pageants for the

way she handled her Africa Continental title

abroad. We are extremely proud of Danica for not

only being an international model and titleholder,

but for working her titles with grace and passion, and

for being an inspiration and role model for other

young girls.

Danica will be an active member of UNIP and

continues her work in promoting them, while living

her dream and passion by working with little children

as a preschool teacher.

Danica would like to dedicate this title to the Mossel

Bay Mayor, Alderman Harry Lavendal as he

supported her from day one in 2017 when her

journey to the United Nation crown started. She also

wants to thank the people of the South Africa and

especially the people in the Garden Route, for their

love and support.

Every "good luck" , hugs and well wishes, inspires her

to make her community, family and friends proud.

Danica also received a Certificate of Honor from

the Mossel Bay Municipality for being a Ambassador

internationally."

About Danica

My Mom entered me in my first pageant when I was

only 3 years old. As I am turning 22 in April, it will be

19 years of modeling and pageants for me.

Although pageant is my hobby and my sport of

choice, I do not see myself as a MODEL at all. I strive

to be a ROLE MODEL to young girls. I believe we

must use our talents and gifts to change the world

for the better.

My gift is that I have a heart for people and just love

spending time with children. If I can inspire little girls

to become the best version of themselves and to

believe in their own qualities and abilities, I would

see myself as successful.

I was crowned Miss United Nation International

2018/19 in Canada. After I crowned my successor

last year I received the title of Miss United Nation

International Ambassador, this is a lifetime title. I use

my title the be a voice to children with special and

different abilities. I also run my own community

project were I help young girls to restore hope and

dignity in their lives.

I am a proud member of the United Nation

International Pageant System, Pageants SA and

Africa Pageants. While completing my 4th year B.Ed

studies this year, I am also a fulltime preschool

teacher.

My motto in life is that if you believe in yourself, you

will be unstoppable.

Miss United Nation, International Ambassador - Danica Barnard
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Landri (Photo left)

Photographer: Deon van Wyk

Modeling School / Agency: Sky Models

I am the happy go lucky, always positive, optimistic 10 year old

Landri Lotter from the beautiful Jacaranda City Pretoria. Even at my

young age I understand that life can be a bumpy road, but I also

know it is leading somewhere, therefore I make the most of every

opportunity that comes my way.

I started my modeling career at the age of 4 and had the privilege

to do advertising for Dolce and Cabana. I have been part pf

numerous photoshoots, fashion shows and modeling and pageant

competitions.

I love to dress up and really enjoy the glitz and
glam of the modeling and pageant industry but
when my heels are off I enjoy playing outside
and appreciating nature and all it has to offer.

Young Models South - Africa – 2020’s Best Features

Lucinda (Photo right)

Photographer:  Lizelle Engelbrecht 

Make-up artist: Sasha-Lee Furgeson

Modeling school: ACE Models Middleburg 

I've started modeling in 2017. I've done a few pageants and

although I only started to win titles in 2019, I've claimed

nearly at every pageant the charity award. Charity work is

very important for me. Because I believe if I'm not going to

help the people out there, who's going to do it.

I also represented South Africa last year in America by

Attending International Talent Showcase. There I got five

call backs.

The highlight of this whole Showcase was
when I received a medal for best
personality in my age group. I also
believe that with out a sparkling
personality you can't achieve anything.

Su-Ann (Photo left)

Photographer: John Filmalter

Modeling School: Vogue Pretoria

Who am I, I'm a unique girl that love life, sunshine and happiness.

I love to laugh and to be with friends and family. I started to

model when I was 9 years old, and learn so much about myself

since then. I made a lot of friends and know that you have to fail

to learn how to win.

Winning is not the limit, but to be yourself and to grow within, then

you will reach the sky. I also do Ballroom and American Latin,

dancing keeps me fit and I like the elegance of the dresses when

its competition

time.

My outlook for 2020: Be grateful for every day
that you wake up with sunshine, but let the sun
- shine over other people as well.

Willem (Photo right)

Photographer:  Tammy TG Photography

My name is Willem Nicholaas

Stapelberg, I am 4 years old and

absolutely love the outdoors. I have a

younger sister who I adore very much.

As hobbies I play rugby with my dad

and golf with my mom. I enjoy going to

gym with my parents in the afternoons

and just want to be outdoors.

Chloe (Photo right)

Chloe to date has no experience to the Modelling world. This

was her first official platform and we are excited to see her

shine. She has a keen interest in Photographic modelling, and

her dream is to one day be the cover model for a magazine!

She absolutely loves Taylor swift and her music.

She has recently done Professional photos with Barry Bowditch

Photography in Ballito and has a natural beauty and confident

expression. With or without smiles she glows. She has an

incredible presence in a photo and it’s actually amazing to see

how confident she is behind a camera lens.

Because of her age we are excited to see her grow with the

correct introduction and platform in this industry.

She will certainly attain great heights once she has connected

to the right agency willing to invest in her potential.

Chloe has beautiful blue eyes and long
blonde hair. She has a sporty physique and is
very disciplined and cooperative when given
instruction. This is a great benefit to any
agency looking for a young lady of her age.

She features beautifully in photos and has a very gentle and

loving nature.

Mia (Photo right)

From: Kimberley Northern Cape

Photographer: Reflective Photography

Lives in Mia just started Grade R at Staats Primary School. She

started modelling when she was only 2 years old. She participated

in competitions such as Elite SA and Toddlers and Tween.

She has become very shy the older she got and only focuses now

on photography. She is a natural in front of the camera and

absolutely enjoys it. She loves dancing and playing outdoors.

Annébelle (Photo left)

Photographer: John David Filmalter

MUA: Sonia Raeburn

Modelling School: Vogue - Valerie Begbie

Annébelle started modelling 31/2 years ago and has been loving

it since day one. She was immediately noticed by

photographers & loves photographic modelling. She does

Drama at Jo Crystal drama school & (was awarded student

most improved & developed 2019) & Ballroom & Latin American

dancing at Sonia Stanford from Latin look. She also excels at

school with Honorary colors & distinctions in all her subjects.

Annébelle has won several titles in pageants, modelling and

photogenic competitions:

• Face of Lauren Blue 6-8yrs,

• Be-You-Tiful SA overall winner photogenic2017,

• Miss Glam 7-9 photogenic winner,

• Miss Picture perfect 6-8 2017

• Face of Beauty International Overall photogenic winner 2018,

• Miss Face of the Globe photogenic winner 9-11 2018, SA

Model look of the year 2017 overall winner

• Miss Frosted Divas Junior overall winner 2019

• Magnificent SA Junior overall photogenic winner 2019, to

name a few.

Annébelle wants to pursue a career in modelling & in Fashion

designing which she is working hard at. She believes that you

should Do what you love & love what you do & to stay true to

yourself.
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Make-up: private m collection 
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Tinique (Photo left)

Model agency: Oxygen Models

Photographer: ShantiV photography

Facebook: @Tinique-de-Beer-Jnr-

Miss-Randfontein-2018-

208830186378410/

Tinique de Beer loves modelling,

dancing, swimming, netball and

cheerleading. Her modelling career

started at the young age of 4 years.

She is the current Miss Cansa jnr. 9-12

years, Mej Rappies jnr., Miss

Randfontein jnr. 6-9 years 2018, top

10 Miss Million Dollar 2019 9-12 years

and Oxygen intermediate 1 Queen.

She's kind, fun loving and has a

passion for living life to the fullest.

Young Models South - Africa – 2020’s Best Features

Mianique (Photo left)

Mianique is a miracle baby, conceived via IVF

at Tygerberg Hospital. She is a small little girl,

with a huge personality and a learner at

Amper Groot Creche in Centurion, Gauteng.

She started with photogenic competitions at 5

months and pageants when she was 1 year

old. She already has more than 20 titles behind

her name and she has accomplished it all in 15

months time.

Mianique loves the stage, loves to
perform and her parents believe
the younger she starts, the better
her self-confidence will grow as
she turns older.

Kylie (Photo right)

Photographer: Paper Plane Media - Etienne Swanepoel

School/Agency: Oxygen Models

So here is a little bit more about myself... I love

modeling to dress up and to feel like a Queen. I started

modeling from the age of 8 and still going strong. I

started doing pageants when I was 10 years old. I'm not

doing it to win every title I'm doing it for the love of the

ramp my self confidence and all the relationships I build

with all the contestants.

My modeling Coach Elmarie Welthagen from Oxygen

Models is like my model mom! She is always there for

me!

Also love horse riding and the horses of course. Love

playing Netball at school and swimming. I love my cat

Rosy and two dogs Mila and Bailey!

Why I want to be a model? I want to be the next Demi

Leigh Nell... who is our current Miss Universe not just for

the title but for traveling the world and to be someone

to look up to for all the little girls that have dreams!

Izabella (Photo left)

Photo credit: Belle Lumire photography

Modeling School: Vogue East Rand modeling

Agency: 33 and Me talent agency

I am a happy and loving little girl filled with so

my energy. I love to play with my little brother

Nathan. I have a passion for modeling and

dancing.

I love being able to help those
less fortunate then me. Especially
the animals shelters as this is very
dear to me.

Jayvon (Photo left)

Photo credit: Leani Photography

Modelling school: Yez Models

I am Jayvon Wagenaar from Bloemfontein with a

huge passion for modelling. I love working with

different photographers. I use to attend modeling

classes with my mother when she was still a model. I

than started to attend class on a regular basis and

join Emodels at the age of 2.

In 2018, I started with competitions where I took all

these: Miss Bloemshow 2018, Miss Ocean 2018, Miss

SPCA 2018, Miss Spring 2018, 1st Princess for Miss Art

Festival 2018 and 2nd Princess for Miss Petite Athalia.

My motto is: Be yourself. You can make a difference.

Samkelisiwe (Photo right)

Agency: Reflections modeling agency

Photography: Ashleigh Wegener Studios

Sammy Francis started modeling in 2015 she was 12

years old in grade 6. Since then she has participated in

several beauty pageants such as Miss Inspire South

Africa which was a National pageant where she was

one of the finalist.

That is where she started helping in an
organisation called Angels Care Centre
by helping needy children.

Furthermore, she entered and won Pmb's Teen Miss

Heritage 2018.

2019 was indeed her year because she was crowned

queen in several pageants namely:

• Teen Miss Face Of Msunduzi 2019,

• Teen Miss Greater Edendale Mall 2019,

• Teen Miss Pinetown 2019, Teen Miss Pmb Role models

2019,

• Teen Miss Royalty PMB 2019 and

• Teen Miss Dolphin coast 2020.

She is currently one of the Miss Teenager South Africa

Finalist for 2020.

Chanel (Photo left)

Agency: Vogue Hartbeespoortdam

My name is Chanel Van Der Berg and I am 12 years old. I am

a proud ambassador of Vogue. My passion is modelling, Not

only the fun part of hair, make-up, and the stunning outfits.

But something deeper.

Deeper? To inspire other girls, woman to be who God made

them to be, Live out your full potential. All of us are unique in

our own way. Expire and build each other up, There is

enough sunshine out there for all of us. I am exited about my

future and cant wait to see which doors will open.

Letago (photo left)

Photo credit: Kgotso Mohlala

Agency: Sekhukhune Modelling Academy.

I'm motivated by seeing Zozibini
and I told myself that I want to 
see myself representing South 

Africa and giving back to the less 
privilege.
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Chanty (Photo left)

Photographer: Flashqueen photography 

MUA: Ka-lon Cosmetics Rustenburg

Modelling School: Vogue Catwalk Models 

Social media links: Facebook: Chanty Martin 

Instagram: @Princess.chantymartin

I started modelling when I was only 4 and half years

old. For the first year, I had no formal training, but did

place in a couple of small pageants. Modelling gave

me a lot of confidence to walk and talk in front of

people. I enjoy doing modelling because I love to

dress up in beautiful dresses and to see old friends and

make new friends at pageants. I am currently a model

at Vogue Catwalk Models – Hartbeespoortdam

branch.

I absolutely love getting class with Aunty Monique; she

teaches us so many things. We get regular workshops,

to stay up to date with all the new fashions, etc. We

also do fun team-building activities to bring us closer

together. During the last couple of years I have won

numerous big pageants. In 2015 I won Little Princess of

SA where I received the opportunity to compete in

Bulgaria.

I competed in Bulgaria in 2015 where I won Little

Princess of Europe Grand Prix 2015 as well as Little

Princess Grace 2015. I participated at Miss Elite 2018

where I placed 3rd Princess, North West winner and

Most Graceful in the 8-10 year category.

I competed again in 2019 where I was crowned North

West winner in the 8-10 year category. I competed in

Little Miss Nations 2019 where I won my category, as

well as talent, photogenic and best dressed.

I received the opportunity to compete in Brazil, but

could unfortunately not go. My most recent win is

World International Queen 2020. I am currently a

finalist for Missy Southern Hemisphere 2020 and Miss

Diamonds SA 2020.

I also do photogenic modelling, I love it because you

can dress up and play any type of character with

photogenic modelling. I compete in quite a lot of

photogenic competitions and have placed in a

couple of them.

My goals are to be better than I was yesterday. My

hobbies include, but are not limited to, modelling,

dancing (acro), photogenic modelling, spending time

with friends and family and playing school with my

dolls.

I love doing charity work, because I love to see the

smiles on the people’s faces that I get to help. During

the lockdown I haven’t been able to really do too

much charity work. I did however participate in The

Winter Tree challenge that was held on Friday 10 July

2020 hosted by Twanay. I’m also donating a box of girl

clothes to Janine Pretorius, finalist for Mrs Africa 2021.

I will describe myself as a friendly, bubbly person. At

first I might look a bit shy, but as soon as you get to

know me, you will be hooked LOL.

I believe that: If you can dream it, you
can be it. If you can feel it, you can
believe it. Dreams do come true; all
they need is you!

South African Models – 2020’s Best Features

Megan (Photo right)

Model: Photo Credit: Karin Jacobs @Karin

Jacobs Photography

Make-Up: Madré Beneke-Tesner

FB: @poeierenpaintgeorge

Hair: Nicolene Muller

Location: Garden Route - George

I am a 9 year old girl and I enjoy photogenic,

modeling and dance. This year I learned so

much and worked hard to learn all the new

photogenic challenges.

I believe if you work hard and believe in

yourself, you can achieve anything - Just be

true to yourself.

Abigial (Photo right)

Model: Photo Credit: Abi's

Photography

Location: Botanical Gardens

Abigail is very new to the
modeling world and
enjoys this new
adventure very much.
She is a caring, loving
and energetic little girl
with big dreams. Be
proud to be you!

Camilyn (Photo left)

Photo credit: Tania Allen Photography 

Hair: Amanda Parkin 

Location: Bloemfontein South Africa 

Agency: ACE models Bloemfontein 

I am an aspiring model of ACE models

Bloemfontein! I believe you can achieve

anything if you believe in yourself, work hard,

stay humble, be kind and always be the Best

version of yourself!

Remember you are stronger than you think,

braver than you believe and more beautiful

than you will ever imagine!

Myka (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Danzfuss Photography

Agency: 33 and Me Talent Agency

Myka is a lively, passionate girl who loves to

model, hang out with friends and do other

creative things. She is dedicated and fun loving

with a smile that makes everyone feel

welcomed. Her big dream currently is to model

clothes on a billboard for big SA brands.

The pink image was selected for the portrait

book, not sure if you want to use the same one

for issue 19 so I will attach two additional photos

that haven't been published before just incase.

Bokang (Photo left)

Photographer: Charl van der Merwe
Agency: Ace Models Limpopo and Blaze

This Dynamite girl was born on February 19 ,2012 in

Polokwane(Limpopo).Second born and only daughter of

3. I joined the modelling industry at the age of 5 and I do

pageantry, Runway and commercial modelling. One of

my biggest achievement is that I am the overall Ace

model Limpopo's Top Model of the Year (2019).

My Role model is my modelling coach Jacqueline

Ferns(Mrs South Africa 2019/2020) My hobbies are:

Reading, swimming and reciting poems In years to come I

want to be a pilot and also run my modelling school.

My motto is "Let your smile change the
world, but don't let the world change your
smile".
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Samuel (Photo right)

Photographer: Photolove Photography

You can follow us on the following social media 

links: 

https://www.instagram.com/goldie_and_bear/

My name is Samuel but you can call me Sam. I

am an adventurous 4 year old who loves to

dance and strike a pose. I have a big

imagination and like getting into mischief.

I love to model for my mommy in the beautiful

clothes made by her friends over at Lullaby Rock

{the most awesome kids clothing brand ever. I

may be tiny but this little body holds one huge

personality.

Nadia (Photo right)

Photographer: Beanca Van 

Reenen 

Nadia is only 5 years old, its hard

to get a perfect shot, but when

she feels like doing it, then you

must have the camera ready, all

she wants to do is take pictures.

She loves to be om the
centre of something.

Sinebango (Photo left)

Photographer: Bulela Junior Gwanya

MUA: Siphokazi Usakhile Japhta

Fashion: Eastern Cape Craft Collection 

Modeling Agent: 33 and me 

Social Media Links;

IG Sinebango Cetywayo (official)

FB Sinebango #SineB Cetywayo

Sinebango has been passionate about modeling from a very

tender age. She started off at Just You Models in EL

Hemingway and through this agency was picked as a Jumbo

child model. She appeared on Jumbo tearsheets and

billboards nationwide from the age of 7.

She then dappled into pageants and found herself with some

awesome winnings in the Pageant SA competition in 2018.

Due to the fact that she is a stage girl, she got signed up by 33

and me in Hydepark and went to further represent them in a

competition in Florida USA.

She did well there and bagged herself a
scholarship with the New York Film
Academy. She also had the opportunity to
take beautiful portfolio pics in New York at
Times Square. She is a well rounded child
who excels in most of the things she
partakes in.

Masego (Photo left)

Photographer: Leani Photography

Modeling school/agency: @ Models

I am Masego Kgoerere from the city of roses, Bloemfontein, in

the Free State. I am currently 9 years old and in grade 5 at

Brebner Primary School.

I proudly embrace being a naturalist and love the diversity it

affords me. For that reason I always encourage others to be

unique and to be proudly themselves.

I have always had an interest in caring and helping others,

being pampered and showcasing my talents and personality.

Pageantry has opened the door for me to enjoy all of these. I

started entering pageants when I was 5 years old, although I

did not win.

I continued entering because I learnt that winning is not

everything and that having fun and making friends is the most

important part. I hold numerous local pageant and

photogenic titles as well as the National title of Mini Miss RSA

2017. I have also been part of the Free State Fashion Week for

two consecutive years and modelled the showstopper for

DOLZ KOZ designs.

I am a piano and choral student at Musicon (Free State music

school) and I am also part of the choir, Pompom and hockey

at my school. I am an all round music lover. I have achieved

Free State colours for dance, modeling and acting from Talent

Africa.

My goals are to continue doing my best in all things I love

(school, arts and culture) and to be able to showcase my

talents and represent my country on a global stage.

Young Models South - Africa – 2020’s Best Features

Mishka (Photo right)

Photographer: Reflective Photography

Lives in Mishka has a passion for modelling she

started modelling at the age of 3. She

participated in a few big competitions such as

Elite SA 2018 where is placed 3rd princess,

Toddlers and Tween 2018 placed 2nd Princess

and then again Toddlers and Tween 2019 where

she won a lot of awards.

Her dream is to go overseas one day. She also

enjoys netball, dancing and spending time with

her friends.

Michelé (Photo right)

Photographer: John Filmalter and Pieter Pieterse

Modeling school/agency: Vogue Klerksdorp 

I Love Modeling, and my Friends who is doing

modeling with me... I Love to be Infront of the

camera.... My hobbies is modeling, Dancing and

any Crafting work...

I love my new School, and can't wait to start with

the new Sports in the school.. One day I want to

be a Mermaid and want to live in my mother's

swimming pool... I want Pink hair and A Unicorn as

my Pet. I do a lot of Charity work, but most of all I

love to Visit the doggies and cats in the Shelter.

Lexie (Photo left)

Photographer: Charlotte Steyl

Instagram https://www.instagram.com/charlotte_steyl/

Facebook  

https://www.facebook.com/charlotte.steyl.14

I was born in Pretoria South Africa. We immigrate to

Perth Australia about 2 years ago. I am very happy in

Perth, I am already in school and enjoying the life in

Perth. We go almost every day to the park and play.

Mommy is a full time worker and Daddy look after me.

Next year I be will going to school every day> (2019 -it

was only 3 times a week.)

I love swimming (go once a week for
lessons) and reading (Can’t wait for
story time every evening when Mom
and Dad is putting me to bed).



Name it I will photoframe it for you. Everyone asks
me why do I choose photography. The answer is
easy. I love to capture the beauty that is out
there. Be it a sunrise or sunset, wedding, event,
baby, family, portrait or model. There is beauty in
everything. You just need to look at it with
different eyes and appreciate that there is more
to life than just living.

I will gladly capture the beauty in your life. Do not
hesitate to contact me asap and let us create the
magic together.

I create Special memories from Special Moments.
About Eugene Viljoen Photography. At Eugene
Viljoen PHOTOGRAPHY we go out of our way to
help you get exactly what you want. Our
Specialty is Photography. The one thing we know
is that not everything these days are affordable,
that is why we can help!

Not only do we love what we do, but most of all
love to see happy faces after final production, so
we will do absolutely anything to exceed in your
expectations.

We finish what we start and never leave anything
undone! We make sure that our clients get what
they asked for! Helping each other is the way to
go, so let us be the helping hand for you.

Do not hesitate to phone or contact us for prices
and packages. Our prices are Extremely
reasonable and competitive! I am available
wherever you need me. Willing to travel. Will travel
anywhere in South Africa if requested. Eugene
Viljoen PHOTOGRAPHY provides service in various
Photographic fields.

We are a Photography Company that aims to
revolutionize the way that people capture Special
memories and Special Moments. We offer our
clients Professional, Friendly and Reliable
Photographic Service, with Qualified
Photographers and great packages to suit all
Budgets!

Studio and Modeling/ Advertisement/ Baby &
Child Photography/ School Photography
Packages/ Family Portraits/ Sport, Social Events/
Corporate Outings, Functions & Parties/
Commercial Corporate Advertising, Events -
Engagements, Weddings, Parties, Birthdays,
Corporate Functions, Special Events, Any other
special day!

Contact details:

Eugene Viljoen Photography & Video Productions

Road no 7, Homestead Apple Orchards, 
Walkerville

Cell No:   074 140-2632
Website:   www.eugeneviljoen-
photography.simplesite.com

E-Mail:    eugenevphotos@gmail.com

Get Social: 

Facebook:  
https://www.facebook.com/eugenevphotos/

Facebook:  
https://www.facebook.com/eugenevphotosweddi

ngs/
Instagram: @eugenevphotos

Eugene Viljoen Photography 

and Video Productions



I am a 42-year old father of two boys. Aspirant
cook. Avid reader and lover of furry tails. I
sometimes take photos.

I've been taking photos for about 8 years now. I
first started doing weddings and then started
exploring portraits and later product
photography. My first wedding was at my sister's,
when the actual wedding photographer ran late
and wasn't there for the ceremony. I grabbed my
wife's old Panasonic FZ27 bridge camera - and
the rest is history.

I like shooting people with character and some
element of uniqueness, and I have a fondness for
shooting redheads. Lately I've been exploring
fashion and lifestyle photography; I like the
different colours and textures that can form part
of the whole - and how the light interacts with the
subject(s) and surrounds.

A couple of years ago (I forget how many) my
sister got married. My ex and I were to be ordinary
guests. At the time, she was working for a local
newspaper as a reporter. The paper had given
her a camera to take photos as part of her job, a
little Panasonic FZ series bridge camera. So, on
the day, I decided for no apparent reason that
I’d like to take some photos of the wedding. (I
think what pushed me, was that there was no
official wedding photographer on the day). That
started it; I was hooked.

I invested in a Nikon D5000 kit and started taking
photos of almost anything I could. I was terrible.
Someone once said that the first few thousand
photos you take are the worst; with me it was the
first 100 thousand – I’m sure of it.

I fancied myself a photographer – I had the
necessary gear, didn’t I? Ha! The first few years I
did weddings for free, to gain experience. I even
did the odd family shoot or portrait shoot for
friends. Some photos were ok, most terrible.

I joined photography pages on Facebook and
started submitting photos for critique. It was
horrible. My photos got ripped apart. I grew a
thick skin in the process, trust me. I started
changing my technique; both in the actual photo

– taking process and in the way I edited. My
photos got ripped apart less and less, always
improving.

Somewhere along the line I started Swan
Photography, hoping to grow it into a viable
hobby – business. It’s almost taken on a life of its
own, growing slowly but steadily as I grew as a
photographer and an artist. Today, I’m not even
nearly as good as I’d like to be – but I’m getting
there. For now, I’m enjoying the journey and
trying not to think of the destination.

What destination, you might ask? Well, the day I
can quit my day job and concentrate on my
photography while earning a living off it, I will
have arrived. Or will I? The thing is, one is always
learning. Always changing. Maybe there is no
destination. Maybe it’s all about the journey. So,
browse around; have a look. Maybe you can
enjoy my journey with me.

GET SOCIAL

Facebook: 

facebook.com/swanphotographysa

IG: instagram.com/swanphotography

jan@swanphotography.co.za

Call 061 082 1246

http://www.swanphotography.co.za

Jan Swanepoel

Swan Photography

Something floral and feminine with Tia Robertson

Makeup, hair and props: Brushstrokes Make Up Artistry
Clothing: Carmen Eljoney Nel

Probably my favourite from our shoot together; just 
love the light and the mood in this shot.

Model: Cláudia Marisa Cantante

Jeannemy Peacock from Hush bringing it as usual.

Kyra-Brea Senekal Model: Cláudia Marisa Cantante



Photographer Donovan Roets
I grew up in Klerksdorp, lived there until 2017, then moved to

Johannesburg and I am now situated in Witbank. I have

been a photographer for 12 years now, I started out by just

editing photos for fun when I was still in school and it just

turned into taking the photos myself and starting to edit

them.

I am a self taught photographer, but did do a

short course in basic photography at North West

School of Design in Klerksdorp.

I believe that a photo session is not only about taking

beautiful pictures, it's about a connection between the

photographer, camera and model. I always try to capture

the model's soul and that sometimes brings out beauty that

they didn't know they had and gives the most amazing

pictures.

I always say that a photoshoot is a version of yourself you

don't "wear" everyday, but can look back on and just be

inspired again.

Company Profile

Donovan Roets Photography was established in 2008. We

are situated in Witbank, and work all around South Africa

and traveled as far as Dubai for photo shoots. Donovan

Roets Photography specializes in Wedding, Portrait and

Fashion Photography. At DRP we pride ourselves with not

only capturing your special moments, but also telling your

love story through visuals.

We have worked with SA Celebs, including, Leandie Du

Randt, Bouwer Bosch, Melinda Bam, Diaan Lawrenson,

Rolanda Marais, Hildegardt Silkiewiczthe, pop group, Mwah,

Rinel Day, Quinne Brown, to name a few.

Contact

http://www.donovanroetsphotography.co.za/

Contact: 082 620 9745

E-mail: info@donovanroetsphotography.co.za

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/DonovanRPhotography

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/donnieroets/



Photographer Sandra Keddie
I have always loved taking photographs, and it was part of

my corporate life when I was in a training and marketing

role. I have spent the last 14 years running my own

photography business, initially in the UK and now back in

my home country, South Africa.

Since becoming a professional full-time photographer in

2006 I have steadily developed a successful photography

studio and have been certified by both the Society of

Wedding and Portrait Photographers (SWPP) and The

Photographer Academy. I am particularly delighted to

have qualified as a Master Photographer with the Master

Photographers Association (MPA).

More important than qualifications and kudos, I have had

a wonderful time with some fantastic people. It is a

genuine privilege to share someone’s wedding day or new

baby, and to be allowed to capture images and

memories. It is an honour to be asked by a body conscious,

middle aged woman to take an intimate portrait that

allows her to be reminded that she is a goddess.

It is also so exciting to create something totally unique,

producing digital fine art from concept to framed print.

Equally important is the sense of adding value in a business

environment with quality product shots or business portraits.

I believe I bring a unique perspective to my photography

business, combining a talent for album and image design

with a vision in the camera. I have a complete

commitment to making sure my clients are absolutely

satisfied, encouraging collaboration and idea sharing.

I work from a residential photography studio in Hillcrest,

KwaZulu Natal. I would love to chat about your project or

requirements. If you would like to see the long biography

please check the blog which has been intermittently

updated since 2013.

“In this age of selfies and phone photography,
taking photographs seems so easy. From both an
artistic and business perspective, I would like to
think I add something different.”

FACEBOOK:

https://www.facebook.com/sandrakeddiephotography/

sandra@sandrakeddiephotography.co.za

www.sandrakeddiephotography.co.za

Phone: 0797522124



Hein Beukes Imagineering
Who am I

I'm not a photographer. I capture memories and
present them in the way I see them. Mood and
emotion form part of my thinking process, therefore
it is evident in my presentation. I'm both an Engineer
and a Creative, imagine that, a creative engineer,...
An Industrial IT system engineer and project
manager to be exact.

What do I do

When I’m not creating images in my mind, I work as
a consulting engineer. I’m open to any genre of
photography, but working with people is the most
exciting.

Why do I do it

Being a technical inquisitive individual, I never stop
asking “WHY”. I’m past being a techno junkie. I
pretend to understand the latest technologies, but it
is mainly my technical know-how that drives me to
imagineer

How do I do it

Yes, I have a good camera. Just like your favourite
singer has a good microphone. I seldom do spur of
the moment images. Even my event photography is
a thought process. Yes, I analyse everything, even if I
do it in split seconds. I love challenges and prefer
longer projects, where planning and expertise are
evident in the result.

HBi – Hein Beukes Imagineering- I’m one person, with
a lot of assistants. I prefer getting the models friends
and family involved, assisting with holding reflectors
or flash stands. At the end of each shoot, I made
new friends. I’m based in Richards bay, KZN and
have done most of my modelling photography in
this region.

Contact and social media:

Webpage: http://hbimagineering.com
Instagram: HBi.people and Hein_Beukes
Facebook: HBimagineering and Hein.Beukes
Cell: 0832724195 - heinabeukes@gmail.com



My name is Charlotte Steyl and I always had a passion

for photography and a camera was always close at

hand. In the beginning I mainly focused on nature

scenes.

My first (serious) camera was a Sony DSLR which came

in very handy with my son’s wedding as the

photographer’s lights failed and my photos had to be

used for the album.

After that I bought a Nikon D95 which was used at my

second son’s wedding where I acted as the second

photographer. Needless to say I was very proud with

that shoot and found myself very often going back to

that set of photos.

A year or so later I bought a Nikon D750 (with lenses

and accessories) which I still use today. At that stage

I was getting more and more interested in improving

the quality of my photos and came across “Rate my

photo” which I then joined. I embraced the critique

of other members on photos I submitted as it made me

more determined and eager to improve my skills.

About 2 years ago I went on my first “open day” and

that was quite an experience. After a few more open

days I worked up the courage to start inviting models

for a photo session and now am at the point that I

have at least 2 shoots a month and is eager for more.

After all my hard work and dedication I am ready to

take the next step towards becoming a professional

photographer and everyone is welcome to make

contact with me at the following addresses:

Social media:

Instagram;

https://www.instagram.com/charlotte_steyl/

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/charlotte.steyl.14

Contact details:

https://potographerport.myportfolio.com/charlotte-

steyl-photography

082 855 1040

BEST SUPPORTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Charlotte Steyl Photography



Chanelle (Photo left)

Instagram: @chanelledurindi

Photographer: Hannes Spookels @HS Media

Instagram: @_spookels

MUA: Minette Kleynhans-Steyn @Mozzi

Instagram - @MozziMUA

Great dancers are not great because of

their technique, they are great because of

their passion. ~ Martha Graham

I have been dancing for 19 years, and

ballet is my true passion. I have also

recently discovered the amazing world of

photography. I truly enjoy combining my

dancing and modelling. I have recently

done a bridal shoot for The Wedding Guide

2021 edition. I absolutely enjoyed doing this

shoot. Although I am currently new to the

world of modelling, I can’t wait to see what

the future holds, being able to work with so

many talented photographers has been an

honour.

Male & Female Models – 2020’s Best Features

Bridgette (Photo 

left)

Photo Credit: Clifford Els

My name is Bridgette

Mokoena, I'm a creative

and alternative model, I do

artistic, boudoir, lingerie,

fashion and creative work.

I've had a passion for model

work about 12 years ago.

I'm originally from Nelspruit

but live in Gauteng now.

I'm a mechanical
engineering student
in Johannesburg.

Megan (photo right)

Photographer: Warren Wade Photography

Fashion: Ballet

Location: Newcastle KZN

Agency: En Stage Dance Studio

The extremely talented Megan recently participated and

represented KZN at the Talent Africa Nationals 2020 proudly

winning silver for ballet dance, a silver for contemporary dance,

a bronze for contemporary dance, a silver for modelling high

fashion and gold for photogenic and another gold for modelling

casual.

Megan also received the special award of the Face of Talent

Africa KZN!

"Modelling is a completely different world. I
love the walking, hearing the cheers and the
confidence it gives me. As for dancing, it is a
way of expressing myself and emotions
without talking. For me, dancing is a form of
communication.

I would like to do Miss Newcastle and Miss South Africa one day

and hopefully go further," she said.

Nozipho (Photo left)

Photo credit: PNV Photography

I am Nozipho Sebothoma. 22 years of age

and originally from Kwandebele. I am a

Sports management graduate with the

University of Johannesburg and I am

currently doing my internship at Love Life as

a sports ground BREAKER. I am also a

Herbalife distributor and a fashion, pageant

and photoshoot model. My recent titles

include Miss Mpumalanga finalist 2019, Miss

style intercontinental South Africa 2020 and

Miss culture world South Africa 2020. I will be

representing South Africa in Cameroon and

Vietnam in the year 2020.

Everyday I am driven to step out of my

comfort zone, to try something new and to

reach my goals because I am driven by the

motto that says "the biggest failure you can

have in life is making the mistake of not

trying at all“

Shané (Photo left)

Photog: Janvier O'Reilly

I have been a model for about 6 years

and has loved every moment, however

being a full time mother to my disabled

little boy has taken up most of my time

these days.

I have worked for brands like Mr Price,

Adidas and recently have been

approached by Riot Games International

to buy my pictures to use in their new

release of League of Legends as inspo for

their new Nidalee character.

As mentioned, my main focus has been

my son, my Fiancé and my own business

which I have also started, thus, my

modelling have been on the back

burner, but a hot shoot will be coming

very soon, just to establish my dominance

for anybody who forgot who I am.

Lorraine (Photo right)

Photographer: Eccentric lens 

I am 20 year full-time student at Northwest University studying

Bachelor of Administration (HR). I actually aspire to be a

Labour relation officer with the aim of creating framework

between employers and employees , also to become the

voice of the voiceless mainly "employees" . We tend to find

employees settling for jobs because they are desperate ,have

dependents and also bills to pay. while at the other hand they

are treated unfairly. We have cases such as nepotism, sexual

harassment , discrimination and many more within the

workplace. I aim at redressing such issues.

Also we find out young girls depending on older man for

financial break through while they can use their talents and

can also make it through educating themselves. am a

leader, a problem solver, a team player and I also have

communication skills.

With communication skills I was part of the debate team

during my high school days and this really help me build my

communication skills.

We find a lot of people killing each other over an argument

because everyone wants to be right . While that can be

solved by just listening to each other and understanding that

each person's opinion matters. Also just because we don't see

things the same way doesn't mean the other person is wrong

we learn from each other

Apart from the career I wish to follow I am currently holding a

title as Miss Klerksdorp Summer & Miss teen Northwest (1st

princess). I love photography modelling and also pageants..

I'd like to have my own studio and open my modeling schools.

It had always been my passion giving back to the community

and also mentoring, boosting and uplifting the confidence of

those young boys and girls so that they can believe in

themselves.



Vhutshilo
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Photo Credit: @a_man_and_a_lens

Make-up: Thendo Mudzuli
Agency: Rage Models 



Christien (Photo left)

Photographer: Hennie Coetsee

Location: Meyerton (Model's House)

My name is Christien. I'm a 21 year old

model currently based in the Vaal Triangle,

but originally from the Netherlands. I have

been in South Africa for 12 years. I am a

small business owner, a DJ, and a full time

student. I enjoy listening to music, reading,

hanging out with friends (when it's not

lockdown) and playing with my dog.

I have been modelling for approximately 5

years. My dreams for the future are to

complete my degree in Criminology, do

many more photoshoots and to just be the

happiest I can be.

Male & Female Models – 2020’s Best Features

Sane (Photo left)

I love modeling because it is art and

art lives in me. I enjoy the idea of

dressing up, putting on make up,

going to different places and

becoming different people. So many

stories are told through modeling.

I have had a lot of modeling

experiences through shoots and a

few pageants. I can say that my

confidence was born on the ramp

and being in front of the camera. As I

grew in the modeling industry I hope

to inspire young people like me of all

shapes, sizes and color because

modeling is for anyone who believes

they can succeed.

Ki Anne (photo right)

My name is Ki Anne Ramkelawon, I am seventeen years old. I

live in a small town called Port Shepstone on the South Coast.

In 2016 I was selected as finalist in the Summer Heat modeling

audition. At the Summer Heat I was selected to audition for

the Mzansi Arts and Talent Showcase in Durban at The

Playhouse Theatre.

I once again in 2017 was a finalist to attend The International

Arts and Talent Showcase at the SilverStar Casino in

Krugersdorp.

This event included renowned talent scout Kim Myers and

featured international celebrities such as Nate Butler and Gino

Lee. Out of hundreds of inspiring artists I was chosen as a

finalist to attend auditions in New York and Florida Miami.

Unfortunately financial restraints kept me from achieving my

ultimate dream. I am currently looking for an agency to join.

That would further my modeling career.

As a seventeen year old girl my hobbies are playing sport

such as soccer and hockey. I also enjoy cooking and baking

in the kitchen with my mom.

Kayley (Photo left)

Photographer: Dilan Jama (Rockwill Entertainment)

Hair & Makeup: Kayley Pandohe

Location: Sunwich Port, Port Shepstone

My name is Kayley, I am a 4th year Education student. I major in

English, Life Sciences and Life Orientation. I am also a member

of the Golden Key International Honor Society and serve as a

Membership Recruitment Officer for the executive committee

of the Edgewood Chapter.

I take an interest in creating content and having a social media

presence. I like to think I am an enigma. People usually make

assumptions about females who like to model and post pictures

but I think I break the traditional notion of “an academic” and

even of “a teacher”.

I believe that going forward as pop culture and media changes

the ideal of what a woman should be is something that should

not even a discussion. The narrative that I would like to enforce

is that a woman can choose to be whoever she wants to be.

Lindi (Photo right)

Photo credit: Emmy Ojo Aromokundu

Fashion, hair and make-up: Lindi Eksteen

As a creative artist, Lindi loves expressing her artistic nature

in almost any creative platform she can find. Her

fascination and love to tell a story visually has always been

in her blood since she was a little girl, expressing herself in

various forms such as dancing, singing, drawing, painting

and even creating some of her own photographic images.

Modeling now for almost 4 years, Lindi mostly works

alongside her close friend Albert Smuts where they create

many incredible pieces together which she treasures highly.

"Working with Albert has without a doubt made me bloom

creatively more than ever before, and it's just the best thing

in the world for me to work alongside a brilliant creative

person such as himself".

Lindi's dream is to become a creative
photographer and create some surreal,
fantasy and other fine photographic art
she is most passionate about.

Shirene (Photo left)

Photographer: Elzane Grobler

Hair: Alizia Fourie

Agenc: Vogue Catwalk models

I’m Shirene Scholtz and I'm from

Potchefstroom , I'm currently a

matriculant, and want to go

study for LLB laws. I believe that

everyone should get a fear

chance in life.

I also a hockey player , and enjoy

doing athletics. In my free time I

would read books or go for walks.

Motto: Where ever life
plants you bloom with
grace.

Asha (Photo left)

A personification of my name, I would describe

myself as a zesty and bubbly person -

invigorated by the excitement of life’s new

adventures. Although goofy is the word other

would use to describe me. More recently, my

name has been synonymous with haircare - as

my blog hosts an array of natural haircare

advice, inspiration and experiences that I share.

Modeling is my first love, a love that sprouts out

of the ground like a flower through concrete. It

has not been without it’s challenges but every

triumph brings with it a challenger. A Highlight of

my modeling career is the 2015 Soweto fashion

show, where I strut the runway in the finale dress

of the collection I was walking. A more recent

highlight is my first commercial feature in the

2019 “Foodies” McDonald’s advertising

campaign. I am excited for the future and the

journey lies ahead of me.



Lianie & André
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Photo credit: Janie Opperman Photography



Xichavo (Photo left)

Photo credit: FOTO CITY STUDIOS

Hair and makeup: MBHURHI STUDIOS

School or agency: IL Miss Glam Modelling Academy

I am a young lady who was born with an ability to

create new things with a very huge ambition to grow

and being successful in life.

I chose modeling because it defines
my expectations as my mission has
always been reaching out serving my
community.

Gabriella (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Celine Klinkert

Agency: Blaze models

I am 15 years old and love the outdoors. I

love to play sports especially touch rugby

and be around my friends. I am always

smiling as I live life to the fullest and

prepared to try almost everything from

skydiving to deep sea diving.

Modelling I thoroughly enjoy, as I love

being behind the camera and getting to

try new outfits on and obviously the extra

perks with the make up and different

hairstyles. I also love to model in the

different surroundings to see how the

pictures turn out.

Male & Female Models – 2020’s Best Features

Anrizel (Photo right)

Photographer: Deon van Wyk

Modeling Agency: Vogue Modeling Agency

Instagram: _.anrizel.db_.

Greetings I am in Anrizel Verwey. I am in Grade 8

and I am turning 14 on 27 December 2020. I love

doing modeling it's a real gift I got from God that I

am grateful for, I have been modeling for a year

about now at Vogue Model Agency. I believe your

good, better, best. Should never rest. Until your good

is better and your better is best.

I wanted to do modeling to boost my confidence

and to find myself and to get to know myself better.

When I was a young girl I always dreamed about

becoming a princess when I started doing

modeling.

I felt like a princess and I want to encourage young

little princesses/girl that you don't have to become

something to be a princess just by being yourself

your a princess.

It's not about the beautiful crown your wearing but

about the name your wearing and the flag your

rising. The whole world is currently at a new place

but we want to show the people out there ,that are

scared that they aren't alone in this. We need to

stay strong and continue moving forward to reach

our goals to make them proud and to show them

what we are capable of.

It's good to do pageants like this to
make the best out of our situation.

My moto in life is: I believe beauty shines from the

inside out , through the darkness. Beauty comes with

in you not from the outside.

Kwanele (Photo left)

Photo credit: Danzfuss Photography

Agency 33andMe talent agency

My Name is Kwanele Nxele 21 years of age, I am a

high fashion model. A Young black beautiful

woman in and out with a keen mind,

compassionate heart and irresistible Charisma, a

leader who has found purpose and understanding

my inner self on modeling.

Av been part of the Mzansi Bridal fashion show, Av

entered for Mzansi youth awards nominated for the

best model of the year, been part of the Gauteng

fashion show and being selected to showcase at

the 9th international ARTS talent showcase in 2019

was overwhelming, and I would love to explore

even more greater things on this modeling industry.

Never be limited by other people's limited

imaginations.

Natasha (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Sven Slabbert

Fashion: Pikkie Williams

@willetdesignscouture

Hair & Makeup: Marius Bartmann

My name is Natasha Prinsloo, I

am 14 years old and live in

Gauteng. I’m currently a student

at Hoerskool Dr EG Jansen. I love

fashion photography and

modelling, being on the ramp or

in front of the camera allows me

to show off my different

personalities but still stay true to

myself. I believe in the moto –

live life full but always have fun.

Joshua (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Shivan Parusnath

Fashion: Model’s own clothing

Styling: Anne Bailey

Location: Rosebank, Johannesburg

School or Agency: Blaze Models

I am 20 years old and have just finished my first

year at City University Hong Kong. I am studying

a Bachelor of Economics and Finance. I love

living in Hong Kong as it is such a vibrant city,

but I enjoy my trips back home to South Africa

to be with my family.

I like travelling, playing golf, watching sport,

working out and chilling with friends in my spare

time. I enjoy modelling because it provides me

the opportunity to meet and interact with a

wide variety of people. I particularly enjoyed

walking in my first show for Ephymol at SA

Fashion Week in 2019.

Taylor (Photo left)

Photo credit: Belinda Botma

Photography

I’ve been in the modeling industry for

a few years now, doing modeling,

pageantry, modeling for shoots, bikini

modeling etc.

I’m currently studying at the University

of South Africa for my BED foundation

phase grade. I am a bubbly person

who likes to take chances in life and

make the best of everything life

throws my way.

I believe that when you have a

positive mindset you can achieve

anything. Reaching out to others /

helping others is what motivates me in

life. I love to see other people smile.
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Dineo (Photo left)

Photo Credit: KingDennyx

Modeling School: Ruby Models Academy

I'm a 19 year old, Pageant and Fashion Model. I

started modeling in 2018 and I fell in love with the

stage. I earned myself a Photogenic and 2nd

princess title in the first 2 pageants that I participated

in and I got recognized as a model.

I have been featured in a number of fashion shows

and I'm still hungry for more hence my motto“ ...so

much history to be made“ Modeling has taught me

the importance of self love, self acceptance and

embracing your uniqueness. I get to work with

different people in the industry and learn alot from

them. Strutting on the ramp is now a passion and it

constantly builds my self confidence.

Male & Female Models – 2020’s Best Features

Savana Nikita (Photo left)

Photographer: Bronwyn Katzke

As I can say I love modelling with a

thrill to the beat. What it shows, what it

does for somebody is something that

always stays. In reality we love to make

our dreams and goals come true and

having a passion for something so

delicate and loveable is just a dream

come true.

Always know no matter what your

dreams will come true if you just

believe and knowing deep down it will

come true. Your heart can sense the

fact that if you want it you can

definitely have it. Forever being

appreciative for the little things in life.

Michelle (Photo right)

Photographer: Iryna’s Photography

Make-up and Hair: Nikkila Mann

Fashion: Michelle B Jewellery Collection

I am brave to be me! Are you brave to be you?

I am Michelle Bekker – Quietly determined and brave. 38

years young, wife, mother, entrepreneur, speaker,

property paralegal and former Mrs South Africa Top 25,

2017 – Ace Models Adult of the year 2019.

The pageantry platform has been away to empower and

impact others to have a platform beyond oneself. This

opportunity taught me to become the best version of

myself, through educating and nurturing the individual I

am.

It’s a journey I continue to embrace. A
journey of bravery, adventure and hope. I
want others to know they can go the
journey to, no matter the adversities
which they may face.

Authenticity is key to understanding truly who you are in

order to live out your dreams. Your dreams matter!

Get dressed, put on your amour, have the courage to be

brave to be you.

“Simplicity is the keynote of all elegance” – Coco Chanel

Rochelle (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Mustapha Allie

School or Agency: 33 And Me Talent Agency

An ambitious aspiring actress & model, who believes she

is worthy of her dreams and that her story is important

too. with great passion for social development and the

judicial system, a humanities graduate obtained at

University of Pretoria.

She has 2 years experience in commercial modelling

and is also a director of S & J Shuttles (Pty) Ltd - a

transportation company. Rochelle James promotes

growth and working within teams to achieve a shared

goal is fundamental.

Her goals are realistic and achievable:
investing in her dreams, gaining
experience, doing research and
continuously strive to learn from your
surroundings.

These goals include getting a featured role in a local

soapie, telling authentic local stories and being part of a

modeling campaign with a powerhouse brand,

representing Africa with an international audience.

winning an Actress award.

Mary-Louise (Photo left)

Photo created: Malla's photography

My name is Mari-Louise Steyn and I am just a girl

with a big dream and a big heart, who wants to

make a difference in the modelling career to

prove that labels doesn’t matter. You don’t need

to be a size 6 to be a perfect model. I believe that

true beauty comes from within and that I can

change the worlds thinking of models even if it is

just to show that little girl that she is pretty and she

can become a model if she is determined.

As a child I always watched the models like Tyra

Banks on the television and my mother always

wanted to become a model which I thought was

amazing. But sadly she couldn't become because

there weren't any opportunities for her so I made it

my goal to live out her dream of becoming a

model.

My biggest dream is to become a Victoria model

and an international fashion runway model even

though it is a big dream I believe that I have the

persistent and determination to reach my biggest

dream. After all my saying is: “Go big or work to

reach it.” and also “You can, you will, believe it.”

Zelmarí (photo left)

Photographer: Charlotte Steyl

Instagram: @charlotte_steyl/

Facebook: @charlotte.steyl.14

My name is Zelmarí Louw. I am 19

years old and have a bubbly bouncy

personality with no filters and live life

to the fullest! I am an animal lover and

love every small and cute animal and

will bring anything home that looks like

it needs some tender loving care. I

love modeling! In 2015 I enrolled with

Figures Modeling Agency. This is

where I found myself and started to

grow into the strong independent self-

confident woman I am today.

In 2018 I enrolled with Steele Models,

where I am currently one of their Fresh

Face Model. I absolutely love every

minute on the Runway and in front of

a photographers lens and can’t wait

for more Runway opportunities to

come my way. My biggest dream is to

become a well know Runway and

Photographic Model.



SJ Pretorius
PPMC Yearbook 2020

Best of the Best
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Mr JHB Teen 2020
Mr Teen Gauteng 2020



Paula-Jade (Photo left)

Fashion: Natasha Gouws

Photo credit: Joshua Burton

Hair and Makeup: Mariska Potgieter

Knowing that the
simplicity and softness of
a woman is what makes
her unforgettably fierce in
her essence.

I like to balance power with grace

and know that humble beginnings

are important to succeed in any

little revolution you start every

minute of every day.

Male & Female Models – 2020’s Best Features

Marzanne (Photo left)

Photographer: Johan Swanepoel Snt

I keep myself motivated by
regularly reminding myself
that I am working toward a
future for myself and that
I'm doing everything for
myself. I set goals that are
both easy and hard to
achieve.

Stephan (Photo right)

My name is Stephan Venter. I studied drama in the late 90

& 39s and kicked off my career doing stage makeup. As a

creative soul I'm extremely passionate about makeup and

gradually shifted from stage into the colourful world of

media, high fashion and avant-garde. Its exhilarating

working with different organizations, directors and designers

to keep my craft fresh and exciting. I teach advance

makeup courses and run workshops from my studio at the

Colour Ex-Treme hair and beauty Salon in Potchefstroom.

What I love most as a makeup artist is the diversity. Every

shoot is different. I interact with fascinating people and

beautiful personalities. I love to transform the human

canvas to inspire people, give them hope and confidence.

Makeup is therapy, a platform that speaks louder than

words. It communicates on so many levels. The industry

keeps me on the move, in the pulse, in the moment and

grateful for the choices I made in life. Its true that beauty

starts within, but what exactly does that mean and where

do you start?.

The great magical means of preserving the youth of the

body is to prevent the soul from growing old, by preserving

the original freshness of sentiments and thoughts. Become

children in heart, and you will remain young in body. Its

necessary to balance a good skin routine with the correct

diet.

Body and facial exercises will slow the aging process with

spectacular results. I advise every woman to do a basic

makeup and contouring workshop to complete the

journey.

Business Info:

Full time studio for Makeup, workshops, lessons at:

Kryolan Potchefstroom

74 Steve Biko street

Potchefstroom

Bookings at 0607980250

Social media:

Facebook: stephan venter makeup artistry.

Instagram: stephanventer33

Mail: venter.stephan1@gmail.com

Neo (Photo left)

Neo Dube is a soul and Jazz vocalist born and bred in

Umlazi Township, Durban. Her passion for music stems

back from an early age when she discovered she can

sing after being a dancer. Growing up and Singing at

church, she started realising that her voice is beyond

and her talent cannot go to waste, when she got into

high school she Started going for music lessons where

she found a new love for Jazz Music, Having to go with

her Teacher to Gigs and Musical workshops.

The 22 year old has worked with the likes of Thina Zungu,

Dumi Mkokstad.. just to name a few. She has done Afro

Soul and House music where she has been featured a

lot. She's been a part of so many projects including

Simon Sabela Mabhunu Awards and also did a

Campaigning song for Kids With Cancer Campaign. She

also performed at the Birchwood Comes Alive Jazz

evening alongside Mafikizolo.

She was a part of SA Idols season 15 (Top 32) and she

has done numerous Photoshoots (Model) even for

competitions looking for faces (Afro's Chicken) Her

greatest achievement to date has to be her album

which was released on the 30th of June 2017 and is not

currently working on some new music.

She is not only a singer but a Voice over
Artist too, She did voice overs for a 16
days of Activism Campaign on iGagasi
FM. (Stop Women and Children abuse).
She also interviewed the KZN MEC of
Education earlier this year regarding the
Educational system finding its way
forward post Covid-19.

She goes to a Film School (AFDA) hoping to become a

producer one day. To exercise her capabilities she's also

looking to

Thandeka (Photo left)

I'm the girl who's usually the shortest in the room, the girl

who got bullied in primary because I could be friends with

other races, the girl who got bullied because she was a

foreigner. I find it harder to find the true me because I fit in,

in everything I try to do. I usually stop because that small

piece of me inside that has been figured out tells me to. Its

hard trying to find the true you because in the days of

today it seems like every personality is taken thanks to the

way media portrays things.

I'm sometimes the teenage girl who's always out with

friends but I'm also the teenage girl who likes to lock herself

indoors and research on conspiracy theories and

documentaries about anything that's interesting and has

facts. I just love finding out the world isn't what it seems

because you get to look at it from a different view.

Next year I'll be studying digital marketing. I'm not looking

to be stuck in one career my whole life, I love change

hence why I want to go into IT because it was a wider

career choice. On the talent side, I really don't know I am

into photography, hence the self portraits. I have tried

modeling once which was in 2020 for euphoria event that

happened at my school, I didn't win the queen title but I

won't Miss Congeniality.

I don't want to give people the 101 motivational speech on

how to I stay motivated, I just don't want to lie. What keeps

me motivated is the fear of failing most of the time. It's for

me to find something then go through with it because I got

a drive for it, most of the time I go through with it because

I'm afraid of failure. I know it's not a healthy way of staying

motivated but it works. I've tried using other things to stay

motivated but procrastination just gets in the way but when

it comes to life itself, family and friends are the motivation

and a sprinkle of I don't want to fail them. If I were to share

more I wouldn't stop, so thank you for your time.



Heck Yes Make-up Artistry 
Madelaine Snyman

I'm a make-up artist & wife to a gentle giant! I
grew up in a small town, with the most beautiful
community. I went to Gimnasuim High school in
Potchefstroom. I'm currently living in Middelburg
Mpumalanga. As far as I can remember, I loved
doing make-up, on anyone, even my younger
brother. My parents played a big role, in the way I
make-up.

My Mum used to say, just enhance the natural
beauty & my dad, was all about natural & being
feminine. I was only allowed to wear, clear
mascara, clear lip-gloss & clear cutex, basically
my Vaseline bottle, was in my make-up case. After
school, I never got the chance to follow my
dream.

One day, I heard, I have a cancerous mole, level
3, I had a 75% chance of not surviving. This was my
start off point. I prayed very hard & believe that
the Lords Grace would be enough. Every dream
starts with a Dreamer. I reminded myself, I have
the strength, the patience & the passion, to reach
for the stars, to change the world, with my talent.

I am confident in my abilities. I took a course with
Hello Vita Makeup Artistry& Kandy Kane. I sat for
hours practising on myself, to a level where my
eyelids was raw. I'm a very determined person,
when I set a goal for myself, I will do all & more, to
not only accomplish it, but, be the very best. The
next moment I was chosen to do make-up for
Victor Bravo music video & Troukoors Magazine,
Mrs Rustenburg Magazine Frontpage on Mrs
Rustenburg 2018 & later also Mrs Rustenburg 2019.

Before the lockdown I was also working on a music
video for a song, by the artist Henny C Tsonga
Prince & King Monada. My motivation, comes
from the passion burning within me for make-up. I
see my beautiful client, her eyes, skin, hair,
personality, colours that she will be wearing & then
I start creating a look specially for that person.

I am someone who is constantly growing myself &
who takes the time to continue to learn. I am
modest but hard working & I continuously set firm
goals. Once I've defined the benchmarks, I take
the necessary steps to achieve those milestones. I
think positively & can execute difficult tasks. I am
determine to do well in my job & I'm determined
to have a successful career.

While I'm an optimistic person I'm also realistic. I
am someone who is mature, candid & with
integrity. Everyday I work to improve myself & my
skills, which is part of maturing & becoming better
at what I do. That's why I've decided to join ACE
Models JHB North.

I am Blessed with the most wonderful mentor,
Cathy Heaton, I can not express enough, the
gratitude, I have towards her, for what she taught
me so far & what is still to come, helping me on my
journey of becoming the best me I can be.

Your Uniqueness is what makes you 
stand out. Just be your own kind of 
Beautiful.  Never be scared of what 

people may say, take that change, if 
you fall, get up, as many times as you 
have to, cause that's what makes the 

difference between failing & 
succeeding. But always stay kind & 

humble!! 

Get Social

Call: +27 81 512 6642
E-mail: snymanmadelaine1@gmail.com

Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/pg/heckyesmakeupa

rtistry/

FlashQueen Photography

FlashQueen Photography

Altemooi Photography

Altemooi Photography

Altemooi Photography



Ciao Bella, My Name is Angelique and I am in love

with what I do. Yes, I am one of those that you can’t

take anywhere close to make up and expect me to

move swiftly pass it.

I fell in love with makeup from a very young age , I

remember watching my mom every morning how

she applied her makeup and not only did it enhance

her natural beauty I was taken by how it could

change her whole mindset.

Before doing Makeup I was a flight attendant for just

over 6 years, and this was a true experience, from

odd hours, multi cultural interactions, to seeing the

world.

My love for makeup always had me pulling for more

and wanting more out of life. So finally deciding to

come home in May 2018, I started my dream by

studying through Cecilia Fourie Makeup Academy

and had the privilege to work alongside her and

many established artists, each day learning new

tricks , tips and ideas. I have also had the opportunity

to work on movie sets, AFI Fashion Week, and give

Lectures at AFDA (Film University).

Being able to do a clients makeup is not only fun its

beyond rewarding when they take that first look and

you can see how their whole face just lights up more.

Every client that sits in my chair is like a new unread

book, the stories I get to hear , the laughter we share

and of course the fun part of helping them create

the ultimate look just for them.

Motivation:

You did not wakeup today to be
mediocre, you are meant to be
Extraordinary. Very thing you wish to
be you can be.

Don’t allow the world or even yourself
to put limits on your dreams, goals
and growth.

Tips & Tricks:

One of the tips I can give to truly make your

Highlighter pop and bring its full Glow Game is by

using a Setting Spray and misting your face, then

apply your highlighter with a soft fluffy brush. And use

your makeup palette or book (Anything that can act

like a fan) and fan your face till the setting spray has

set (Dry) and Viola – the wetness will activate the full

glow of any highlighter. Just make sure you only mist

your face and not drench it.

Company Profile:

I feel so proud of all the opportunities that have

come my way in this short time, I had the opportunity

to Lecture at AFDA for Special Effects and Beauty

Make, I have done short Commercials, been apart of

SONY’s Workshop, assisted on Schwarzkopf and

Carlton shoots, worked at multiple weddings, model

and corporate shoots and of course offer short one

on one classes to assist in perfecting your own

makeup technique

Social Media Links and Contact Details:

A Makeup Artist for all Special Occasions, Weddings,

Maternity Shoots, Film, One on One Lessons,

Engagement Shoots and so much more.

Email : info@blushbabe.co.za

Contact number : 082 441 3494

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/blushbabemakeup/

Instagram:

https://www.instagram.com/blush_babe_mua/

Website: https://blushbabe.co.za/

Blush Babe Makeup Artistry 
Get your make-up inspiration from the gorgeous Angelique Mohr

Model : Angelique Mohr - owner

of Blush Babe

Photo By : Mana Zita Bosch

Model : Anzel Louw

Makeup & Hair : Blush Babe

Photo By : Dylan Louw

Model : Terri Naidoo

Makeup & Hair : Blush Babe

Photo By : Dylan Louw

Model : Gina Barkema

Makeup & Hair : Blush Babe

Photo By : Dylan Louw

Model : Nina Oosthuizen

Makeup & Hair : Blush Babe

Photo By : Dylan Louw



Make – up Artist Chanel Wewege

I was born and raised in Port Elizabeth and come

from very humble beginnings, hence my slogan

“Poor Girl Tutorial”. I have always wanted to make a

difference, ever since a little girl I felt this urge to do

something great! Then at the tender age of

seventeen I was diagnosed with Leukaemia.

My whole world came crashing down and all my

hopes and dreams went out the window. Thanks to a

bone marrow transplant I now have a clean bill of

health. But, because of the length of my treatment

and being in isolation I never finished school. Make

up became my saving grace!

MOTIVATION!

I started my journey as an artist working at MAC in a

shopping mall in PE. My love for color and all things

pretty started to blossom. It never stopped. I found

myself winning internal competitions and even got to

work o a campaign in JHB through MAC one year.

I eventually became a freelance artist and started

doing makeup for brides and photoshoots and

functions. My client base just grew and grew. I was

being noticed, and I finally felt like I was living my true

purpose.

ME NOW!

I now run a YouTube channel called Poor Girl Tutorial,

where I show people that you don’t need tons of

money to look beautiful. Through my passion I get to

help others. I have also written a book about my

journey with Leukaemia and I am an awareness

ambassador for SA National Blood Services.

I believe that I have a gift to teach, so I also give

makeup workshops. I remain living in little PE, however

I do hope to one day broaden my horizons.

I do get to do some editorial and film work when the

opportunity arises. I am lucky enough to be well

connected and work with great companies. There is

no end to this journey as long as my mind stays

strong. Makeup is more than just a product and a skill

to me, it’s a lifestyle.

TIPS & TRICKS!

Join The Dots Liquid Liner: This is the ultimate lesson,

and it can only get better from here: Using the

smallest part of the tip of your liquid liner mark out

dots on your upper lid. Make sure you are really close

to your lash line. Start from the inner corner and draw

dots till you go to the outer corner.

Then draw the final dot for where you would like your

wing to end. Remember, not everyone wants a wing

so this ones up to you Betty... A wing will open the

eye. (Wink, wink) Now go back and join the dots!

Viola sista!

Please see links to my pages below:

YouTube: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5o4hvcW3Yd

umm1mE3nVMow?view_as=subscriber&fbclid=IwAR2r

YyyvQqbDGeUjW2iivXFfJL2MTBXMukFFU6AQvwvYduw

vn9S-g_pRJAg

Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/PoorGirlTutorial

Instagram: 

https://www.instagram.com/poorgirltutorial/

0609500822 / chanelwewege@hotmail.co.za / 

WhatsApp 0767525149



Interview – Make-up Artist Reinette van Dyk

Tell the readers more about yourself and what you do.

I am Reinette van Dyk, a make-up artist from

Mpumalanga. I am a bubbly, energetic person with a

live for makeup and anything rose gold. I LOVE

making someone see them through my eyes using

makeup to enhance their beauty.

How old were you when you first began

experimenting with makeup and what inspired you to

do so?

I loved makeup from a very young age, about 10. I

use to be the friend that did all my friends makeup for

dances enc.

Did you study make up or are you self taught? What

are your opinions on education in the creative sector

and is it important for a make up artist to have studied

make up?

I am self taught and I studied, I feel that if you have a

love for makeup and don’t necessarily have the

opportunity to study ,that you can do so much

through YouTube and makeup workshops. DONT limit

yourself because of any challenges.

What is the most challenging or surprising aspects of

being a make up artist? Are there any disadvantages,

or things you don’t like about being a make up artist

or the make up industry, and is there anything you’d

like to change?

I would definitely say this is though market, especially

if there is make-up artist in the same town doing what

you do. People get really competitive and I hate it. I

feel we can help each other and see the sun shine

over one another. It makes it difficult to be the best

you can be when you don’t have support from your

make-up artist babes. Everyone is unique and offers

their own uniqueness to a client so we should lift each

other up! That’s the only thing I’d change.

What is your creative process like for creating new

looks?

Def inspo boards, I am obsessed with Pinterest! I

would then put my own twist on it ,depending on

client.

What makes your makeup style different and unique?

I LISTEN to shat my clients want. This is a very important

thing I had to learn myself! Sometimes...Less is more.

Who would you say are your inspirations?

I love Kandy Kane!

Which celebrities inspire your makeup looks?

Kardashian’s!

Take us through the process of creating a new look —

where do you start?

I would start by assessing the clients face, look for

features like eyes, brows, cheeks or lips. I would prep

the skin with wiping it with a makeup remover

wipe/pad and apply a primer. I like to use a nano

mister to seal the pores. I then use

concealer/eyeshadow primer on eyes and start with

the brows while the primer is settling. I love using warm

colors and shimmers.

I do smoky eyes most of the times or a cut crease .I

then live doing a eyeshadow liner and smoking it in to

the lash line, I ALWAYS do a lash primer (help the

mascara go on smoothly and not clogging)lashes are

a extra if the client wants to. My best

feature/technique is contouring and porcelain skin

like foundation.

I use cream foundation to achieve this. I then add

blush and highlight and top it of with a pair of

gorgeous lippies. I use setting powder to set my whole

look and finish off with a setting spray.

Do you consider make up to be an art form and what

are your opinions on those that say that make up

(and the wider beauty community) has a negative

impact on society?

Make-up is def an art form. Make-up makes people

feel better about themselves and gives them

confidence when they need it. Make-up helps

people cope through depression, heartache and

obstacles.

It gives people a mind over matter solution.

What was the first high end makeup product you ever

bought?

Urban Decay All Nighter setting spray.

What is your favourite makeup look you have ever

done?

Def a cut crease.

If you were given an unlimited supply of makeup from

any brand what would it be and why?

Essence, amazing products and range. I’d support

local.

Tell us what your makeup bag looks like on a daily

basis.

Essence foundation, Julian eye pencil. Essence

eyeshadow palette, Scarlit Hill bronzer and blush and

Essence lips and setting spray. My personal make-up

bag consists of drug store products.

What's your holy-grail makeup product and why?

My Alila foundation pallet. Proudly South African!

Where do you see your makeup career going?

I would love to one day host big master classes or

become a educator.

Do you think social media is helpful to make up

artists? How has it affected your practice and is it

something you enjoy?

Yes, it helps us build a platform to engage in all ages.

I love the interaction I have with people asking

questions and advice. I live to educate people on

make-up.

What advice would you give other MUA's trying to

grow their following on Instagram?

Always stay true to yourself ,your uniqueness will shine

through. Don’t follow other make-up artist’s that

make you doubt yourself! Follow make-up artist’s that

helps you be the best make-up artist you can be.

And finally, what does makeup mean to you?

Seeing peoples reactions ,seeing the confidence kick 

in the moment they admire themselves in the mirror.. 

The love that people see in themselves through my 

makeup.

If someone wants to connect with you, 
where can you be found? 

• Facebook: @reinettevandykMUA
• Instagram: @ RVD.Makeup.Lashes
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